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In dealing with inventory models ·and systems a .. number of 
~ 
simplifying assumptions are always made. One of the usual assump-
tions is th.it the cost of the item is independent of time, or at 
least deterministic with respect to time. 
The intent of this work.is to propose a purchasing and inven-
,-
tor y policy to deal with the situation in which the costs of the 
items are not detenninistic and to illustrate the advantages of 
·such a system. The basic model proposed is an extension of the 
f 
. t·· ...• 
.. 
conventional deterministic demand model. A computer program is ,.,.,.;::-
. " '' presented that will calculate critical price breaks at each 
. 
time period in the cycle. The " " price breaks are the decision 
variables that detennine whether or not a purchase should be made 
r. in a given period. Several simulation runs are performed to illustrate 
the results. Investigations of the behavior of the basic model are 
~ conducted to detennine the .sensi ti vi ty of the model when the 
parameters estimated for the cost distribution are wrong .. · 
Mathematical extensions of the model such as allowing backorders 
(with deterministic demand) and modifications of standard Q systems 
and P systems (stochastic demands) making use of price break ideas 
are also given. The approach. used in these extensions has been to 
t 
fix the item cost at its expected value and optimize relat·ive to 
the standard measures. Then the cost is allowed to assume its . 
V 
,. . 
stochastic properties and a new optimizdtion is perf onned within 
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I - · INTRODUCTION 
The problem considered in .this thesis concerns the determination 
of optimal purchasing policies for an inventory system when the cost 
of the items in the system is variable. 








.yi- plifying assumptions are always made. According to Elmaghraby·, f 2; p .. 




(1) Continuous known rate of demand, R units/unit time. 
(2) Infinite planning horizon, i.e., an infinite' duration 
of the process . 
(S) Satisfaction of all demand, i.e.j no stockouts or late 
deliveries are permitted. 
(4) Immediate delivery of replenishments, i.e._, no lead time. 
(5) One itE?m in·inventory, or alternatively, no interaction 
among the items if there are more than one. 
(6) Two costs are involved in the management of stock: 
a) the cost df investment, assumed proportional to the 
average quantity in stock, and b) the cost of ordering 
and receiving which is assumed independent of the quantity 
j • 
ordered or received. 
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.:~ ' 3. 
' '' Cost of the i tern, a constant independent. of time and (7) 
quantity ordered. 
The work in the more sopl1isticated· inventory models c;onsists 
of relaxing one or more of the above assumptions simultaneously. 
·Very little work, however,_h~s been done with the time dependency 
in assumption seven. As mentioned before!', the work presented here 
attempts to relax the assumption that the cost of the item is a 
/ 
constant independent of time and then to extend the basic model 
thus developed to cover additional assumptions. 
-;, 
The situation in the first case to be considered is the follow-
ing: consider the standard deterministic inventory model (Wilson's 
Model), but suppqse that the cost of the item fluctuates and that 
the probabili.y distribution and pare.meters of this fluctuation 
have been estimated. The effects of using incorrect estimates will 
~ 
be studied in detail . 
ft possible method to attack the above problem is to us~ con-
. 
ventional decision criteria under uncertainty such as minimax, 
minimum regret (Savage's cri teri.a), Bayes criteria, etc. to deter-
mine the lot size. · These lot sizes w-111 differ depending on the 
11,,.. 
particular criterii used, but the total cost for the system will 
be approximately the same in all cases provided the differences 
between lot sizes are small. The reason for this is that the 
total cost curve when plotted·against lot quantities is nearly 
<~ flat around the optimwn lot quantity- point. Fo,r example, a 25% 
•,_..!' 
•·-t 
underestimate of the op~imum ·1ot quantity will result in less than 
i. 
a 4.2% increase in the total cost for the system in relation to the 
.•• t 
. ,_ . ' ,. ,,1 ... '."' ._ ,,. .. ,,, •.·. •.- ~ . -,,, . .,)$'_ ............. ., .. , ... , .. ,.- ' ... , __ .-· .. 
: ; ••....• ~- • · •.. • •. -2. .. .-., •... :. :·, ..• 
:, .. 
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optimum coat and a 25% overestimate of the optimum lot quantity will 
cause an increase of only 2.5% in the total cost as shown by Hadley 
and Whit!n [8, p. ~36]. In addition to this, there is the risk. that 
the cost of the item is near its maximum at the time the system is 
forced to buy since otherwise it would run out of stock. It is 
assumed in the basic model that stockouts are not allowed. Obviously, 
if the price variation· is significant (the importance of the variance 
will be analyzed quantitatively in the body of the report), some 
method other than a deterministic model and stationary decision 
theory should be employed. 
Two possibilities in the nature of the price variation of the 
inventory item stand out: 
a. The price variation may follow a trend. That is, there 
may be random variations in any time period, but the price 
in a period is.not independent of the price during the 
previous period. 
~ 
. b •. The prices in different periods are independent of each 
other.· This case (using various probability distributions) 
is the one that will be studied in detail. 
At this point a hypothetical situation will best serve to 
illustrate the problem. Suppose that the system is one period 
(this period is an arbitrary time unit used as a reference, for 
example a day, week, etc.) -.way from the reorder date or reordering 
. point and the price of the item goes down to its lower limit. Shall a 
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5. 
\ 
I period and be then forced to buy at an unknown, price which prob..,bly 
will be higher? " 
The answer. to this question indicates one- of the ways in· which 
a solution to this problem can be obtained. '(' Common sense tells us 
that if. breaking points in the "price" scale and in the "time before 
the system is forced to reorder" scale could be calculated--! .e., 
buy if cost< Costi and Time1 < time< Timei+1--, it would result 
in a better policy than blindly buying when the system risked going 
out of stock. Of course, this last statement remains to be proved. 
Other topics that require attention in this introduction are 
the following: 
a. Basic material and definitions required as a p~~requisit$ 
l 
for this thesis. 
b. The optimality of the models to be presented in this thesis. 
c. Factors to be considered in the practical use of the ··models. 
References that cover the background material required are the 
following: 
--Nature of inventory systems and basic definitions - Hadley 
and W·hi tin [ 8, chapter 1 J , Mi Iler and Starr [ 13, chapter 1 J , 
Barish. [21, chapter 18] , Buffa [22, chapters 15,16] • 
--Problems of practical application of inventory m~els - Hadley 
.• 
and Whi tin · [ 8, chapter 9] , Miller and Starr [ 13, chapter 7, 9] .. 
--Probability and statistics - Hoel "I 23] . 
.. 
.. -·~ . 
., .. 






































An optimum purchasing policy together with an !JPtimum inventory 
syst~m is obviously desired ·for all the cases presented in this 
paper. However, the mathermatical formulation of this general 
problem is extremely difficult, so instead of trying to find the 
optimum policy,· ·the more modest g:oal of trying to find the optimum 
policy within a subgroup of all the possible policies will be pursued. 
This is the approach generally taken in inventory texts. For examp~e 
see Miller and Starr [13, section 35] . 
/ 
'!be philosophy of the models presented in. this thesis has been 
to make them as simple as possible·. Generally, an a~cepted model for 
· a given situation--i.e., a deterministic demand with ·backorde-rs 
• 
model--has been taken and extended ~o take advantage of the price 
variations. However, the basic form of the original model is 
preserved. This approach is shown schematically in Figure 1. 












.take advantage o 
Price Variations 
J; ' 
. Figure 1 - Modification of Inventory Models for Variable Cost 
Conditions • 
.... 
·- ...•.. .... .- . .-- .. , .. __ ... ''" ,,;. -·, .... _,,, .. - ' --- ... ,._ ,,· -.\ ·-.~: ,;,.-. - ._ ::·: 














.According to Miller & Starr [ 13., .section .4], there are three 
" 
major costs inv9lved in the solution of inve·ntory problems. The 
first major -class of costs is the procurement costs. They can be 
of t_he ordering cost type or of the set-up cost type. The second 
class of costs is the stocKage costs: the costs of carrying and 
of not ca~rying inventory. The third and last class of costs are 
called the systemic costs. Systemic costs can be defined best by 
descr~bing thei~ origin and nature. They are related to the amount 
of administrative effort required by different systems such as 
different amount of inspections of inventory levels, different 
amount o'f data-processing required, etc. There also may be large 
differences in installation and implementation costs. These costs 
.hav~ not been emph~sized in the literature on inventory theory ~tit 
they are of considerable importance in practical applications of 
the theory. No effort has- been made in this paper to include the . 
effects of systemic costs. The _purpose here has been to introduce 
the models, calculate their sensi tfvi ty to n1istakes in parameter 
estimation and to show their mathematical validity under the 
asswnptions used. It remains for later work to test them in actual 
use with "real-life" data and in such a test is where the systemic 
costs have. to be considered . 
1-B Related Work 
I 
The basic idea for this paper was obtained from Miller and 
Starr [ 13, p. 142-146]. They fonnulate an optimal policy for 

































8. , .. 
. .. 
·for the p·rice variation and without considering any holding costs. 
The. problem in Miller and Starr was based on·a paper by Morris 
r t·,· 
(14] . In this paper Morris considers an optimum single procurement 
' strategy, but he do.esn't include the ordering and holding costs. 
Morris's results are obtained by using expected values and the· 
results given here for the basic model, except for the holding .. ·-cost 
which he didn't consider, agree with his. Doing further research in 
this area, it was found that the part of Morris's paper of interest 
here was based on previous work done by Simon [17 , chapter 14]. 
Simon presents an optimum strategy to sell a house. The three papers 
mentioned above have two items in common that set them apart from 
the basic model in this thesis. One of° them is that holding costs 
are not explicitly included and the othe~ i.s that the problem is not 
considered in the context of inventory theory. 
A recent paper by Veinott [18] on the status of mathematical 
inventory theory states that the only works in this area are the 
paper by Morris already mentioned and three others, given here as 
references [3], [10], [11] which will be discussed below. 
Fabian, Fisher, Sasieni and Yardeni [3] consider the problem 
of purchasing raw material in a fluctuating market. 'Ibey employ 
strictly dynamic programming for the solution of the theoretical 
problem and assume that the following data are available for 
-decision making: a) the existing inventory, b) the current market 
price, c) the cost of holding inventory and the cost of shortage, 
and d) the probability-density functions for future price and·demand 
'-.. 
I, ,•. I.·; 
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·of the raw material. The model is essentially of the "p type" 
[13, section· 38 J since purchasing decisio~ are made at fixed 
intervals. The results of the theoretical model are complicated 
i " " ~~ and several assumpt ons are made to arrive at a practical model. 
,, ,, . This practical model makes use of price forecasting. Al though 
the assumptions in this article are not the same as the ones 
proposed here, it is a very interesting paper since itcreports on 
the only·known attempt to use an inventory model with price 
,.;. fluctuations in a "real life" situation. 
. 'I 
Karlin [ 10] approaches the problem from the point of view of 
selling an asset. Part of his mathematical analysis gives results 
similar to the ones reached in the basic model in this paper (by a 
I '"(, 
· different method), but Karl:in does not propose any inventory model. 
Karlin and Carr [ 11] consider the problem of .Prices and_ optimal 
inventory theory but the assumptions are completely different from 
, ~ 
the ones made in this paper and the models are developed within the 
~"';' I. 
fr9)1lework of price theory. Their work does not apply to the 
situation considered here. 
'-"" In a recent paper, Kaminsky [9] develops a constant order 
quantity model for a single canmodity inyentory system in a market 
subject to stochastic price variation. . \.,r , H~ assumes that two purchase. 
prices are available to the stock controller. A regular p~rchase 
price is assumed to be in effect at any point in time and an 
opportunity purchase price is assumed to arise at· rand~ points in ... ,. 
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10. 
.. 
prices are aasumed to ari•e·according to independent Poiason processes. 
. I 
Finally there is a very interesting paper written by Sakaguchi 
[15] that Veinott [18] does not mention, probably because the title 
of Sakaguchi's paper does not bear any relationship to the problem 
of ·buying or selling a commodity or to inventory theory. Sakaguchi 
attacks the problem within the framework of sequential sampling 
'' '' design but he develops optimum stopping rules that correspond 
._closely to the rules obtained for the bJsic model presented in this 
thesis. He also considers the case in which the random variables 
may have partially· unknown distributions; for example, the normal 
distribution with unit variance and an unknown mean. It is assumed 
that an a priori ·probability distribution for 0 the value of the mean 
is available.· The method presented extracts and accumulates infor-
mation about the·unknown true parameter of the population distribu-
tion from successive observations. 
I •-,Ji· 
·:. t 






































· II - BA.SIC MODEL: DETERMINISTIC DIIIAND AND NO BACKORDERS 
II-A Description of the Problem 
I. .... 
The problem consists of studying the inventory policies of an 
item whose total yearly cost is given by 
where 
Y = NC + AX + NC 
·2x 
Y = Yearly cost 
N =· Demand/year 
I + !!_ T 
2X 
C = Price of the item 
A= Ordering cost per lot 
X = Number of lots per year 
I = Annual interest in percent/100 
(1) 
T = Inventory holding cost (other than intere$t) per unit 
per year 
If this were a completely deterministic model, it would only be 
necessary to minimize the yearly cost with respect to the number of 





The ordering period, the order quantity, and the total cost per year 
, 
can be easily obtained after having the optimum number of lots to 
be purchased per year . 




















c• Suppose, however, that the price of the. i tern varies and that 
the limits of'this variation are known (or that they can be estimated). 
Let the lower price limit be CL and the upper price limit be c0 . 
Furthennore, as discussed ea,rlier, assume that the price fluctuations 
from day to day are independent of each other. 
A few~words must also be said with respect to the time lag 
. 
between order and de1ivery. Since all the quantities in this initial 
. 
model--except the price- of the i tem--are considered to be determinis-
tic, the time lag or procurement lead time does not_present any 
problems. It is m.erely required that an order .be placed a fixed 
number of periods before the time it would have been placed if the 
procurement lead time had been zero. 
The optimum policy for deterministic conditions mentioned before 
does not consider the NC ternt in the cost equation (the total cost 
of buying .the items) •. This is the term, however, that accounts for 
most of the variation in total cost when purchases are made at 
' . different unit costs .. 
A policy that takes into account the· NC term will be 
considered here. This policy assumes a fixed order quantity and 
also that the system is forced to buy before the stock gets down to 
a certain level. Suppo$e that the expected price for the item can 
-be obtained, or at least estimated and call it C. Then the deter-
ministic policy ·can be -represented graphically as shown in Figure 2 
where Q is the order quantity and P is the ordering period 
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P - Inventory period 
Figure 2 Graphical Representation of a Deterministic Inventory 
System. 
The policy proposed uses this same ordering quantity Q. 
"1''· 
... 
There must be one and only one order placed in each inventory period. 
The difference is that now the inventory controller does not wait 
.,, 
until he. is fqrced to buy at whatever price is effective on the day 
the system runs qµt: pf stock (or t-he day a purchase is required 
considering· tn¢, ;t~ad time involved). This policy .orders at any 
point during the cycle depending on the price quoted for a particular 
time period (hour, day, week, etc.) and how many periods there are 
left before a pur~hase has to be made. .,;. 
The model then wi 11 be guided by the f.ollowi-ng rules: buy 
-quantity Q if the price during this time period .is C < Ci and 
there are "" . . " "· i additional time p~riods before a forced purchase 
has to be made. This policy is illustrated in Figure 3. Under the 
assumptions given, the maximwn amount of stock on hand is 2Q (but 
this will not occur in eve~y cycle) instead of Q . 
.•.. 
{ ~-

















2P 3P Time 
Figure 3 - Graphical Representation of an Inventory System with 
Stochastic Prices. 
11-B Mathematical Model 
The four tenns in the total cost equation (1) will be considered 
first. · One of them, NC, is determined by the price paid for the 
items. The second term depends on the number of lots bought per 
y~ar and the last two tenns depend on the average inve~tory on hand. 
:J) 
It will be proved later (p.22) that even if the ordering cost is 
neglected, the optimum policy under the asswnptions set forth in 
the preceding section will not consist of buying partial·q~antities 
several times during an inventory cycle. This is based on minimi-
zing the expected cost. Due to this reason, the ordering cost 
term will not be considered in the discussion concerning the 
determination of .optimum price breaks. The ordering.cost will 
simply be added once per cycle to the total cost equ$tion. 
.. 
.,;,,:: 
I °7· '.~• _,_ ·• 
··-· -----··---····-·--.,··~ , .. ··c1~·-'••>·-~.- .. ;• 
•.[ ' .. '.,, .... ·:-.,'_ .·· 












The total cost equation for the "price break" model is 
Y + NC + AX + !2 I + !_ 'r 2X · 2X 
• I.J ,., 
where the meaning of the different symbols has been previously 
-explained. Using the expected price C, the optimal number of lots 
per year can be found to be 
X - ~NCI + NT 
- 2A • 
From this, it is easy to find t.he order quantity since Q - N/X and 
also the average ordering period in d~ys from P = 365/X. Of course, 
the average ordering period can be found in any other tice basis as 
. desired. It will be considered that a new price is quoted every 
time period and that the price in any given time period is independent 
of the prices quoted in previous time periods. 
The probability distribution of the price variation is needed 
for the mathematical analysis of the problem. If the uniform distri-
bution. is assumed and the price of the item turns out to have a 
different distribution (but the mean is correct), the expected total 
.. 
" " . cost resulting from the use of the price break system with the 
... ' .... ~ 
wrong distribution will be less than the one resulting from any of 
the decision criteria under uncertainty. This will be illustrated 
in part D of this section. 
The decision criteria will be based on expected values (this is 
also done by Miller and Starr [13, section 41] and by Morris [14]). 
:} 
That is, the cost of buying during any time period (including the 
extra inventory holding cost for buying before necessary) will be 
x. 












· compared with the cost if no purchase is made during tnat time period 
and an optimum policy is followed thereafter. The price breaks that 
minimize the expected cost when looking at- the system from th~ 
'' '' total horizon ,point of view, that is, considering one complete 
inventory cycle will be detennined. The following additional symbols 
will be required: • 
q - price quotation for any time period 
qk - critical price for time period k 
.. k = number of complete periods since ·tne :b.eg.inning of the 
cycle 
.. 
f(q) - density function of the price during any one period 
L =.total number of periods available to make a decision 
~ •Isa the inventory cycle calculated using average price 
. 




i ·--- inventory ~Olding cost in dollars per unit in stock per .. 
-time period (calculated using T, I and the average cost) 
·Ii' - number of time periods left before a purchase has to be 
made (n = L - k) 
The probability that the price in period k wi.1.1 be below qk 
) .ls 
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The average price paid for the ·1 tem if it is boug.ht in period 
k plus carrying charges until the last period in the cycle times 
the probability that a purchase is in fact made in period k is 
given by 
(q + ni) f (q) dq (4) 
0 
• 
This expression deserves an additional explanation. 
q=Price 
Figure 4 - Probability Distribution of the Price • 
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Suppose, as shown in Figure 4, that the probability that the price 
in a period is below qk is 40%, that is P(q < qk) =· .4. The proba-
bility 'distribution f(q) has to be divided over .4 in order to obtain 
a new probabi·li ty distribution with upper limit qk. The average for 
this new distribution with 'the price projected to the end of the 
cycle is 
qk 
f (q·) (q ni) dq (5). + .4 
0 
Since ek has been defined as the product of this ctverage times the 
probability that a purchase, is made in this period--which is .4--the 
following result is obtained 
qk 
ek· = .4 (q + ni-) 
0 
f (q) 
----- dq = 
.4 (q + ni) f (q)dq (6) 
0 
The expected total expenditure (with holding costs added as 
,.. 
required) if the decision of not buying during this time period when 
there are n periods left. before the end of the inventory cycle is 
~I 
L-1 V 
EH(L-n) - 8L-n+l +E ev+l n (1-P j) (7) -
v=L.;..n+l j=L-n+~ 
This is the expected cost if.the system follows the optimum path 
-· · during the last (n - 1) time periods in the inventory cycle. The 
,, 
above expression can also be given in terms of k, the days elapsed 
since the beginning of the inventory cycle 
lr-1 
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This equation can also be expressed in a different form using 
the principle of optimality from dynamic programming .. [20J. This 
principle states that an optimal policy has the P,roperty that, 
whatever the initial state and initial decision are, the remaining 
decisions must constitute an optimal policy with respect to the 
state resulting from the first decision.. The following recurrent 
relation is equivalent to equation (8) 
:at 
k = 0,1,2_~ ... ~ ,L-1 (9) 
It will be instructive to check equation (8) when there are 
3 periods left and a decision is made to wait, that is, to follow 
1 
the optimum policy when there are two periods left and thereafter. 
Under this condition n is 3 and· k = L-3. It will be assumed in 
this example that the time periods are days. The total expected 
cost should be the average price in day L-2 (projected as usual to 
the·end of the cycle) times the probability that a purchase is made 
. 
on that day or eL-2, plus a ;similar quantity for day L-1 times the 
probability that a purchase was not made on day L·-2 (otherwise a 
purchase couldn't be mad~ on day L-1), plus a similar quantity for 
day L times the probability that a purchase was not made on day 
















·This result is the same as the one obtained by letting n = 3 in the 
general formula for EH(L-n)· 
The expected cost of the item including holding costs can be 
represented graphically if each decision period is considered as a 
,,. state of the system. Then each state is represented by a node in 
.. 
: ·" 
the network. For :example, suppose it is .desired to represent EH . 
L-4 
Accordt.ng to equation (7) 
L-1 i 
EHL-4 - eL-3 + L ei+l II (1-P.) EHL-4 . ,eL-3 + j-L-3 J i=L-3 
(lJ). 
This.value of EHL-4 is given by the transmittance from node "i" to 





































.. The optimum ·policy (using expected values as the decision 
criteria) in period k is to buy if it cau't be expected to do 
better by waiting, that is 
buy if 
where qk = El\ - (L-k)i 
or expressed in terms of the days left 




Notice that the price quotation in any. period has to be projected 
to the last period in the inventory cycle by adding the holding 
costs for the remaining periods since this is the·way in which the 
expected cost EHL-n has been calculated. 
This last result will now be obtained formally by minimizing 
the .total expected cost over the complete horizon, that is, ovEr 
the complete inventory· .cycle. In this case k = 0 .. ,. m ... : L and the 
expected cost is 
;< 
L-1 V 
EH~ = e1 +L 9 v+l n (1-Pj) j=l v=l 
c;Elfo k-1 (qk· + ni) f (q) n (1-P ) -
oqk j=l ··- -· j 
L-1 V 















The first tennis obtained from the derivative of ek when v + 1 - k 
;.::-·· .. ,.- · .. - and the second tenn takes care of all cases when v > k (obtained 
from the.derivative of the (1-Pk) tenn). Letting the last expression 
equal to 0 the following result is obtained 
L-1 V 
qk + ni - L e n (1-P ) - v+l j 
v=k 
q:k. + ni - ek+l 





L e v+l 
V=k+l 









The total cost per year can now be ca.19·ul~t.ed :±n the· ·usual way, 
:-· except that EH0 is use• in place of ·c. 
.. '-:.•, 
+ !._. ·T 
2X· . (17) 
It was ·mentioned at the beginning of th1s section that the 
optimal policy will not consist of buying partial quantities seve·ral_ 
times during an inventory cycle even if the ordering costs are 




EHL-(n+l) - Expected cost per unit if optimum decisions are made 
1 over· n periods. Note that this is consistent with 
the previous definition of EHL • 
-n 
. -~-
/ '-'• . (, 














,. 23 . 
• 1 ' I• Q(q,n) - Amount to be purchased in any one pe~iod as a function of 
t_he price quoted during that period and the number of 
periods left to make a decision. 
,Note that O ~- Q (q,n) ~ Q
0 
Q0 - Total amount to be purchased during the inventory cycle. 
q,L,n,f (q) ,i - The· meaning of these tenns is the same as before. 
Then 
Expected 
EHL-(n+l)= Value of ~[Q{q,n)J (q+ni) + [Q0 . -- Q(q,n)JEHL-n 
Qo 
(18) 
The expected va:lue of a functi<>n according to Hoel [23, page 134] is 
defined as follows 
co 
E [ti(x)J = Jw h(x) f (x) dx (19) 
co 






The objective is to minimize equation (21) and due to restrictions 
in ,the values that q and Q(q,n) can assume (q > O,; 0 ~ Q(q,n) _:s Q
0
), 
this is equivalent to minimizing the following integrand 
~c:i+ni) - E~n J Q(q,n) 
The solution then is given by 
,,./ 
,'. 
Q(q,n) - 0 if(q + ni)> EHL-n 
Q(q,n) - Q0 if(q + ni)< EHL-n 






















It has been proved therefore that the optimal policy consists of 
• 
buying in any one period all the requirements for· the inventory 
cycle or not buying at all. 
The computation of the price breaks for an item making use of 
equations (3), (4), (7) or (8) or (9), (12) and (13) is a very 
tedious operation. For this reason a computer program in Fortran IV 
(IBM 1130 mode) that calculates the expected costs, price breaks, 
and the expected total cost as·suming a uniform price distribution 
is given in Appendix I. This program gives punched cards output 
in addition to printed output so that they can be used aa input ·t:o, 
·-the simulation programs described later. 
Il-C Numerical Example 
The fallowing example is presented to illustrate the method 
explained in the preceding section and the need for a computer 
program in any practical application. 
· Suppose it is desired to .find the optimum inventory and 
ptircha~ing policy (wi·thin ·the limits of the subgroup of possibilities 
considered. by the model) for the fallowing item: 
• 




- Number of uni ts required per year 
•' 
- Interest 
A - Ordering cost per lot 
f(q) - Uniform distribution 
with limits as follows 
- Lower price limit 
• ·;,· f 







' .... _ .. ,-..... ,.- ..... 
. ., 
. .;_,; 
. --.. -....... ._. ____ _ 
.;,,_: 
25. 
= Upper price limit $1200.00 
\, 
With this information, it is possible to find the optimum number of. 
lots per year given by X 
X = N(I)(CL + Cu)/2 + N(T) 
2A 
700(.2)(1000 + 1200)/2 + 700(145)] ! 
X = 2(100) 
X = 35.74 lots/year 




It will be considered in this example that prices are quoted daily 
and no special allowance will be made for holidays. The time periods 
will be days in this case. Obviously, it is very easy to take care 
.-
of any modification in the two assumptions above. 
The planning horizon is 10 days. The invento:ry char.ge :.on ·a 
daily basis is approximately .. ..,. .. 
i = I(CL + Cu)/2 + T = .2(1000 + 1200)/2 + 145 
365 365 
i = $1 • 0000/ day 
The expected price during the last .day ts .mere·ly the· ~ve.rag,e: 
price: 
.. 
day 10 e10 = 
1000 + 1200 
2 = $1100.00 
day 9 
- EH9 ~ 1100.00 
q = EH - 1 (1) = 1100.00-1.00 - $1099.00 9 9 
'( 
,_, ---··'-·- ---···-···." _..,.,., ... ,., i 























' on day 9, that is, one day before the deadline buy if 1 ... 
· q < 1099.00 
-
1099. 00 
1 99 pg 0.4950 - 200 dq - - -200 
1000. 00· 
1099.00 (q + l.OO)d _ 1 
i 200 q - 200 
1099.00 
1000.00 1000.00 . 
, 




EH8 - 519.99 ,,+ (1. - .4950)1100 
= 519.99 + 555.50 = $1075.49 
\. = EH8 - 2(1) = 1075 .• 4.9-2(1.00) =· $1073.49 
., 
on day 8, that is, two .day.s before the deadline buy if 







200 - .3674 
1073.49 q + 2(1.00) l 
200 dq - 200 
1000.00 
e = 381.72 8 
. 
day 7 
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q = EH - 3(1) - 1061.99-3(1~00) = 1058.99 7 7 
on day 7, buy if q < $1058.99 
" 
It is necessary to proceed until the values for day 1 and also 
EH which represents the expected cost of the item (including the 0 
extra inventory holding cost) are found •.. · 
The sample output in Appendix 1-C gi\Tes the complete results 
for :th.e example above. 
II-D Results Obtained using Conventional Decisj on Criteria 
A possible alternative is the use of inventory models based on 
several decision cri teri.a under uncertainty instead of the model· 
based on the formulas given in section II-B. 
Al.th.ough the use of the. following criteria, as explained in the 
ln.t·rOduc1;;ion, is not recommended in this case, they will be described 
b.riefly below. 
~ 
Minimax Criteria According to this criterion each of the avail-
able strategies sho~ld be considered and the worst possible outcome 
for every one of them.determined. Since the inventory problem deals 
with cos±s, the worst that could happen for each ~trategy is the 
largest cost which might 6e expected if that strategy were selected. 
The strategy which offers the minimum of such maximums should. be 
selected according to the minimax criterion. Essentially, the 
policy· consists of ru,suming ·that the worst possible conditions will . 
occur and then to selt:ct a policy that will make this worst condition 
as good as possible (for additional details see ~iller and Starr 
.-
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• I 
condition will occur if the cost of the item is a maximum, that is, 
if it is _CU. The optimum policy is then given by 
NCI+Nt 
·x minimax = . __ u__ _ 
· 2A (24) 
Minimum Regret Criteria The criterion of minimum regret was 
first suggested by Savage. Regret is defined as the difference in 
the results obtained ·by fallowing the selected policy and the results 
,. 1 
t·hat could have been obtained if the policy best suited to the events 
. that actually occurred had been used. Savage suggested that this 
·regret. should be minimized. The policy under this criterion can be 
Qbtained as follows: let TCSL be · the total cost with the policy 
selected ilhd assuming the effective price is CL; TCL be the total 
c,ost l.f the· optimum policy assuming that the price of the i tern was 
goil!g to be CL (minimum price) had_ been followed; TCSU be the total 
:co:st with the policy selected and assuming the effect! ve price is 
c0 ; TCU .be the total cost if the op~imum policy had been followed 
~ 
. 
assuming that the price was going to be c
0 
(max. price). 
The minimum regret strategy will occur at a point equidistant ·,ii,. 
' :t·to'in.- ·the two extremes, that is, when ..... 
(25) 
Ne· NC 
N'CL + AXR + L I + · N T - NCi, - AXL -
2
~ I -
2X 2X R R 
NC + AX .+ NCu I + N T - NCU - AXU - NCu I - N T :U R 
" 2XR 2XR 2~ 











;X··Jt _____________ . N_1_<_c_u_-_c_L ___ >~-------------
2A '\] <NC1JI + NT)/2A - 2A°V(NCLI + NT)/2A + NCuI + NT - NCLI + NT 
NCLI + NT 
2A 
·" 
Use' ·was: ·nrade a.-bove of the ·f.·ac:t that 
' . 
,.. J NCu. I + NT l 2A · 






·Re . g_re.t 
Bayes Criteria Bayes stated that if one is r_ef.11.1.y'. Ignorant of 
the probability of.' oci'currenQe of the various conditions, then it . 
should be .ass.urned th_a.·t. -:a'l.l ·values within the allowable range are 
equ.ally like1:y to occur. - Actually this assumption converts a prob-
lem under uncertainty into a problem under risk.. Psing. this: cri;t¢;r1-·a.~_: 




Three very similar computer programs were .used to simulate the 
:~-nventory system under the assumption that the probability distri-
btftjoti for the cost ·of the item is uniform, normal, and triangular. 
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1tion was unknown at the time the price breake-' were calculated and 
h 
the same theoretical price breaks, assuming a uniform distribution, 
were used. 
The purpose here is ·to show that even if a uniform distribution 
for the cost is assumed and it turns out to be a different one, a 
lower-yearly cost would be obtained than if one of the decision 
criteria under uncertainty had been used. 
The simulation progr~s and a flow chart for one of the programs 
are given in Appendix II. 
'!be programs provide as an output the day in the cycle in which 
the pur~hase was made, the actual price paid, and the total inventory 
cost for the cycle in question. This infonnation is provided for 
each cycl~ in the s~mulation run. In addit~on a yearly cost is 
given for each year being- simulated and an average cost per year is 
" 
calculated based on the total number of years considered. The time 
period used in the programs is days, but this can be easily modified 
as required. The average yearly costs given by each of the programs 
, for a set of numbers selected at random 1$ given in Figures 6 - 8. 
.. 
Bayes Criteria 
Expected Cost Using Price Breaks System and 
Assuming Uniform Distribution of Prices 
Mi~mum Regret Criteria JJ. 
Minimax Criteria 
Average Cost Obtained by Simulation Using 






Figure 6 - Results of Simulation. Uniform Distribution of Prices. 


































Minimum Regret Criteria 
• 
Minimax Criteria 
Average Cost Obtained by Simulation Using 




$811, 5.94. 87 
$713,821.05 
. Figure 7 - Results of Simulation . Normal Distribution of Prices. ~ 
Bayes Cri terfa 
Minimum Regret Criteria 
Minimax Criteria 
Average Cost Obtained by Simulation Usoing 





Figure 8 - Results of s-:i-mulati on. Increasing Tri angular Distribution 
of Prices •. 
• 
B,: · ·chart .ln only four statements in the for the simu1a-- y ..... __ g. g program 
ti.on of ·an :fncreasing triangular distribution, it can be used to 
simulate a decreasing· triangular_ distribution. The new results :a-re· 
shown in Figure 9 .: 
Bayes Criteria · 
Minimum Regret Criteria 
Minimax Criteria 
•. ;. 
Average Cost Obtained by Stmulation Usi~g 






Figure 9 - Results of Simulation. 
of Price . 
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.. ·32 . 
It ls easy to see that the price break system· has --an advantage 
• 
in all cases. Generalizations based in these results and·others will 















III· SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS AND INVESTIGATION OF THE BEHJ\VIOR OF 'DIE 
BASIC MODEL 
, . Several investigations of the .basic model are conducted in this 
section. These are not the only things that could be investigated,, 
but the methods used are representative. Also, this type of invest!-
gation could be made about any of the more complicated models pre-
sented in section IV and V. 
Various computer programs are presented in 'the appendices. All 
these programs use one basic program (given in .appendix I) and its 
adaptation to specif±~: uses was rather simple. 
III-A Determination of Confidence Limits for the Use of the Model 
An attempt is made in this section to answer the following 
question: How much can the actual mean cos-t shift (as compared to 0 
the one used in the calculation of price breaks) before the.policy 
' 
ceases to be an improvement over simply buying when it i~ needed? 
Let the estimated mean of the price distribution be c ... Let the 
average expected cost using the price breaks and· assuming the estl-
mated mean is correct be EH0 (C, C). The first parameter inside the 
parenthesis indicates· the quantity used to calculate the price breaks 
while the second.parameter indicates the actual mean of the·price 
distributiono 
I T --
nten obviously EH (C, C) < C. 
0 
-
· Suppose that the actual mean is not C, but rather c1 . 
Furthermore suppose that c1 > C. Then it will always be true that 
EH0 . (C, c1 ) ~ c1 • 
·.• 
.. 
.. .. · .·.-
















































.. On the other hand suppose. that the actual mean is c2 and ·that 
- - ., 
. c2 < c·. · The price breaks will now be met more of ten than before and 
Ello (C, C2) will be smaller than EHO cc; C). For this reason if 
.. 
EBO (C, C) S c2' that is, if.the actual mean is ~4ual to or larger than 
·' 
_ the expected cost using the price breaks_ and the wrong mean estimate, 
the · use of~ th_e price break model produces better results than the 
use of no model at all. 
,. The condition that remains to be investigated occurs when 
" but this difference has to be quantified. 
• Let the price breaks obtained from the distribution with mean 
·-· 
L-1 
-EH (C, C) = e + 
. 0 2 l L e . v+l (28) 
v=l 
where ei and Pi are obtained by using the price distribution with 
mean c2 and the price breaks were calculated from .the distribution 
-




[ q +CL-1>1 ] fc
2 












(l-PlC )(l-P2C ) ... (l-P(L-l)C) 
2 2 2 
































• q . 
p' = f k f (q)dq kC2 c2 
0 . 
• Of •• 
. ,· ... 
35~ 
If the price distribution is uniform, then equation (29) can be 





- fc (q) 
2 
[q +(L-1)1] dq + 
V 




In this expression qh and qL are the low and high limits respectively 
: of the uniform distribution fc (q) whi_le all the other qk's were 
. 2 
calculated from the distribution with C as the mean. 
The. c;::ritical point being sought will occur when a distribution 
If it is assumed that 
the distribution with mean c2 has the same range as the one with 
-
mean C, then equation (30) can be solved uniquely. 
Let q 
h 
be the unknown, then q 
L 
- R 
- q + R and C = q + -
2 
• h . 2- h 
- - -Now the value of qh that will make c2 - EH0 (C, c2 ) can be found. 
From equation (30) 
R 1 
qh + 2 = i 
"'· 

















. . ... 
• ' ' .+(l-PlC )(l-P2C ) ". (l-P (L-l)C ) 
2 , 2 ·2 (31) . 
2 






1 d q!;. - qh ii q --~--
R 
th I 
Then equation (31) is an L order equation in q and can only be 
h 
evaluated by i ter.ati ve methods. 
The use of Newton's Method was considered. It was not found 
J>'ractical, however, due to difficulties in the evaluation of the 
derivative of equation (31) with respect to q. The following 
-·· . h 
procedure was used instead: 
I. S.t·art the iterations with C 
2 
- R 





- EH0 (C, C), that ·f$., 
2. A new expected cost is found using the above value for qh. 
(32) 
Let this expected cost be EH01 • The results will be related in 
the following way 
3. 
- -
where c21 means the mean of the price distribution. ·used. in .the 
first iteration. 
Now let C = EH and find the new expected cost which will be 22 ol 
4, Proceed in the same form until EH
0
k ::::: c2 k. , At this PCJint the 
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.A ·computer program that performs ·the above process for· the case 
of a uniform distribution of price is given in appendix III~ The 
flow chart· for the program and the results of one: problem are also 
.. 
. " given. ,I 
III-B Deviation from Optimality - Error in the Estimated Me~· Cost 
per Item 
--- I;;', . 
... 
The objective in this section is to consider the effects of 
using the wrong mean in the calculation of the price breaks. 
The method followed is to change the mean of the price distri-
bu·tion by a percentage of the standard deviation, but maintaining 
the .same variance. The procedure is as fol lows : 
1. · :Ffrst ·the price breaks and exp_ected cost are calculated for a 
gl.ven mean. These will be called the initial price breaks and 
initial expected cost. 
2·o The mean is increased or decreased by a percentage ·of the variance 
and the new expected item cost is calculated using the price 
.t. breaks model with the new distribution and the initial price · ., 
• 
breaks. The expected item cost is also calculated using pri:"ce 
breaks determined from the new distribution. 
:3.. S·tep 2 is repeated for as many points as desired .• : 
Figure 10 shows t~ree curves giving the variation in expected 
i tern cost for changes in the estimated mean from [irii tial mean -· ·.so 
(std dev.)J to [initial mean+ .50 (std dev.)J. The input~~para-
meters were those used in appendix I. " " Curve a gives the mean cost 










































Mean - Initial mean+ h(std dev.) 
+.50 


















item cost using the initial price breaks, and.curve ·c. shows the 
expected item cost using the optimwn_ price breaks. 
Six other set of curves were plotted for different values of 
the variance of the price distribution, the holding cost per 
decisJ.on period and the length of the decision cycle. The shape of 
the curves was in all cases similar to the curves in Figure 10. 
It has been assumed above that the decision period or-horizon 
,·, 
has not changed. This implies that the order period and consequently 
the order quantity has not changed following the changes in the mean 
of the price distribution. This assumption is justified at least 
during one or two cycles fallowing a sudden change in the mean price .. 
_ A_ computer program that calculates the points required for cur.v.es 
b,c in Figure 10 is given in appendix 4-A. This program assUJil~~ 
th.at. the price distribution is uniform. 
IJ:I...;.C -Deviations from Optimal! tI - Error in the Price Breaks Used 
This section is very similar to section 111-B. In section 
·III-B the effects of Osi~g the wrong price mean which in turn caused 
the use of wrong price brea~were studied • .,. The objective here is to / 
. 
~/ 
consider the direct effects of using wrong price breaks. 
u A sensitivity curve giving the expected item cqs.t: ·as a function 
of the deviation of the price breaks from optimality is shown in 
Figure 11. The deviation of the price breaks from optimality is 
given as a percentage of the standard deviation of the price distri-
bution. The problem used here is again th~ proble~ given in appendix I. 
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h(std dev. ) 
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III-D Deviation from Op_t~m-ali ty - Error in the Cos~ Probability 
Function Assumed 
In this section the effect of using the wrong probability distri-
bution to describe the cost of the item is studied. It is assumed 
·that ·the mean and variance used are correct. 
·· Initially, suppose that the price breaks were calculated assum-
ing that the distribution was uniform and that the distribution 
turned '\ut to be normal, however. The following two expressions are 
.,,. 
the only ones that have to be calculated in a form different from 
the one used in the computer program in Appendix I: 
ek ==.J qk (q + ni)f (q)dq 
-oo 
f (q)dq 
T:.o be able to calculate these quantities when f (q) is a normal dis-
tribution_, two sets of values have to be read into the computer. 
One of the sets gives the probabilities, in terms ... of ··standard 
deviations, of having a value less than or equal to a certain 
quantity. For example 
Prob 
ex:> 
=J z =j (33) ti> (z )dz ct> (z )dz 
z 
This set is made of 300 numbers giving the probabilities for z = 0.01 
to z = 3. 00. The second set is also made of 300 numbers and gives 
~ 
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Let q, (z) be the ordina.t·e at point z and CZ, (z)·,be the. comple .. 
ment.ary cumulative distribution. 1ben 
,·, (q + ni)f (q)dq 
-
- (qk - q e - q 
- (1 . "' ) k (T 
l. - ... 
-
-
(1 ct> (qk - q) e = q - + 
·k (T 
e = q P -k k 
q . 
= f k qf(q)dq 
-co 
-
(qk - q) + q <I> 
" 
-q (l~P ) + Di 
k 
cf 
+ ni/ k 
-ex> 








This is the e~pression used in the program in Appendix VI' to evaluate 
A program using the normal distribution to begin with, was also 
prepared~ The purpose was to be able to determine the deviation from 
optimality caused by assuming the wrong distribution. Both programs, 
and flow charts for each, are given in Appendix 5. The results 
obtained using as input the problem described in Appendix I are given 
,. ·· in Figure 12. 
The same method used here can be followed for other distributions . 
. As an illustration, the extreme case of a discrete function with only 
two possible values and the same mean and variance as the distribu-
~-
tion of Appendix I was also considered. This distributi"on is shown 
in Figure 13. The results obtained with this distribution are shown 
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The results in this section reinforce the ·results obtained with 
the simulations in Chapter II. It is clear that even if the distri-,,, 
\'. 
b·ution of cos ts is not lmown, 1 t is advantageous to assume a reason-
!. 
able one and proceed with the use of the price break model. 
Item cost for uniform distribution of costs $1,033.04 ·,.;'..; . 
. 
Item cost for normal distribution of · costs . I 1,031.08 f .• 
Item cost for nonna1' distribution of costs 
~~~ting price breaks obtained assuming uniform·-
distribution 1,046.00 
J Item costs if no price breaks had been used 1,100.00 





1042 .4 1100 1157. 6 Cost 
-., Mean 1100., Standard Deviation 57.6 
Figure 13 - Dichotomous Distribution 
t 
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l ' 
Item. cost .for uniform distribution of costs 
Item cost for dichotomous distribution of cost~ 
Item cost for dichotomous distribution of costs 
using price breaks obtained assuming uniform 
distribution 




Figure 14 - Error in the Cost Probability Function Assumed (Uniform, 
Dichotomous) 
r' 
III-E Importance of the Variance of the Cost Distribution 
The object! ve in this section is to show that the expected 1 tern 
cost when the price break model is used is very sensitive to the 
variance of the cost distribution. 
The result mentione<i above is not surprising. Obviously, if 
the variance of the cost distribution is zero, the cost or price of 
the item is constant and no savings can be obtained using the model. 
' 
.On the other hand if the cost has a distribution with a large 
variance, the use of the model eliminates the possibility of buying 
at the high prices during most periods (all except the last one) in 
the ordering cycle. 
The variation of the expected unit cost for the problem in 
Appendix I when the standard deviation changes from O to 25% of the 
mean is shown in Figure 15. The savings as a percent of the mean 
cost is also given. The points in Figure 15 can be obtained by 
' ., 
running the program in Appendix 1 several times, or by adding a loop 
to it and obtaining from an additional data card the values of the 
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Std. Dev.(% of mean) 
F':iitUre 15, Variation in Expected Unit Cost as a .functlqn of the Variance 
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IV. EXTENSIONS OF THE BASIC .MODIL: DETERMINISTIC DD!AND ·,, · .. : 
-'Some of the restrictions imposed on the mod~l of Chapter II ar~ 
eliminated in this chapter. -The condition of deterministic demand, 
however, is maintained here. Two models allowing stochastic demands 
will be studied in Chapter v •. 
IV-A Different Price Distributions in Various Time Periods 
It was assumed in the basic model that the price distri.bution 
of the item remained constant for all periods. If this distribution 
.. 
. changes from period to period, and this change is known ~n advance, 
there is not any conceptual problem. The only thing that is required 
is that the appropriate distribution f(q) be used in each period in 
formulas (3) and (4). That is, f(q) is now a function of time also. 
' Of course, the above reasoning assumes that the optimum order 
quantity and ordering cycle have been previously determined. 
IV-B Conditions Required for Buying More than Once per Inventory Cycle 
,-"' 
It was proved in Chapter II that it is never optimum to·make 
several purchases in one inventory cycle adding up to Q0 , the optimum 
lot quantity. This result was arrived at using the decision criteria 
of maximum expectation. 
l ' There is one-possibility, however, that has not been considered. 
Suppose that a purchas.e for an amount Q has already been made in 0 
one inventory cycle, for instance cycle 
·-,. 
" " m. According to the model 
t., .- ... 
•' ........ ,,.,_,,,. ..... -----.,-·-------------~- -· ' 
'·· 
· . f I 
I , i 
.. I 
' 























in Chapter II there is then enough ·stock on hand to last until the· ~ 
· end of cycle m + 1-. The question now is the following: Are there 
any- conditions that would make it economical to buy again another ., 
quantity Q during cycle m? The answer to the above question is . o· 
yes. This is simply another instance in which a cost trade-off can 
' 
be used· to advantage. 
If a seaond purchase is not made du~ing cycle m, then a purchase ,, 
would have to be made _ in cycle m + 1. The expected. item cost for 
buying during cycle. m + 1 converted to the end of cy.cle .m + 1 
• I 





e + L e. 0 .1 v+l 
v=l 
V 
(1-Pj)f s n j=l 
The· condition that must. be considered now is a pri.ce quotation durin·g· 
cycle m (after having bought once already in...-cycle m) which after 
being projected to ·the end of cycle m + 1 is still less·than EH. 
0 
The procedure to obtain the price breaks for the second purchase in 
a ·cycle is given in the next paragraph. 
Consider the last day or day L in cycle m-. Bu·y again if 
* * 
-q < qL where qL indicates the price break on day L required for a 
.s.econd purchase in the cycle and is given by 
(L + 0) i 
·:._. 
The other formulas for day L are 
'.. * .·~. 


































eL - f L [q + (L+O)i]f (q)dq 
0 
'nle symbols have the same meaning as· in Chapter II except for the 
asterisk which indicates the requirements for a.second purchase in 
the same cycle. The general formulas for.this situation are then 
the following 
* 
* /qk pk - f (q)dq 
0 
* '• 
* fqk (q + (n+L)i]f(q)dq ek -
0 
* 








L * TI (1-Pj ) 
j=L-n+l 
the decision rule is: 
* buy a second time if q < qk 
* * 








Of course, the abovellerivation assumes that enough warehouse 
capacity is available which may not be true. 
IV-C Conditions Required for Buying a Multiple of the Optimal Order Quantity 
, It has been shown in the previous section that there are con-
ditions that make it advisable to purchase a quantity Q0 twice in 
,, 
;,-.-1 ' .. . ' 
. . 
•. ~ . . '. •, ·. ·'. '·.···," \:·_,._:, .. _.,_,.,,~.,., .. ,s--,...i..•\.t.i..t,_ ... ~,~~~~:'v.~~1~1>,l,!fril,:!..~~,,. .. :t,;,..#.ll;>,•.:..._.. ........... _._ 
-----------~~tj~-~~~~-~~·~~-~~---~---~---~~~------~-~--:---~~1 








the same· inventory. cycle. It is clear that if the cost of·' the item 
gets low enough before any purchase has been made in a cycle, it 
may be better to buy a quantity of 2Q • There is one additional o. 
. " factor then which was not included in section IV-B. This factor is 
that if a purchase of 2Q0 is made then the cost of purchasing one 
order will be saved. 
The different possibilities can be sununarized as follows: 
Case I A purchase of a quantity Q0 has already been made in the 
cycle. 
. * Rule: Buy again a quantity· Q , if in ,pay k, q ::f. q:k 
. .0 
Case II A purchase has not been made in the cyclEl y~:~=-.-
Rules: Do not buy in day kif q > qk 
Buy quantity Q0 in day k if q~ ~ q S :gk 
0 Buy quantity ~Q0 in day kif q < qk 
o * A 
where qk = qk +. Qo (39) 
Notice that A is the ordering cost being saved and that A/Q0 are the (,. 
,.;;. 
savings per unit. 
Assuming that enough warahouse capacit~ is available, price 
breaks similar to those calculated in section IV-Band here could 
be found for a third purchase, fourth purchase, etc. 
IV-D Determin'ation of Purchasing Decision Formulas when Backorders. 
are Allowed 
The deterministic backorder model presented he~e is the one 
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r -· , 
' 
~:, 
The symbols used are the following: 
s - Number of back orders when a procurement arrive, 
r - Fixed backorder cost per unit 
#'flttl 
w - Backorder cost per unit dependent on the length of time 
. for which the backorder exists 
~ - Demand per year 
Q - Optimal order quantity 
I - Inventory holding cost 
C Cost of the item 
•; 
; " 
The behavior of the system is illustrated in Figure 16. Notice that 
V' 
after satisfying the. backorders s upon the arrival of a procurement, 
the stock on hand is (Q-s). llle time required for these (Q-s) units 
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', 
The inventoty carrying costs per cycle are 
(Q-s-Xt)dt - !2 (Q-s)2 2X 
. , . 
. \.·•---,----~ 
(40) 
.. Since there are X /Q cycles per year, then the average yearly cost of 
carrying inve~tory is 
. IC(Q-s) 2 
2Q .. 
The backorder cost per cycle is 
11" s + 
-! 
= rs + 
'1W 2 X td t = rs + ·I 1r X T 
2 
~/ 










The average annual variable cost K, which includes the _cost of ·order-
ing, holding inventory, and backorders is then 
K - X 1 2 + _Ql -[1r· '\ s + .i . Zs 2] Q A+ 2Q IC (Q-s) ~ 2 n (44) 
At t}:lis point Hadley and Whi tin proceed to minimize equation (44) 
with respect to Q and s .. It will be assumed here that this task has 
been successfully carried out and the necessary modifications to make 
use of unit price variations will·be introduced in the next paragraph • 
. 
Before proceed~ng, the terminology used in the price breaks 
model and the one used by Hadley and Whitin in the backorders model 
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.,. 
keep in mind the following: 
,,. 
Length of inventory cycle 
Unit cost of the item 
" 
- 52. 















The price break model for the backorder case is arz:i ved a·t by 
·.,· 
effecting a cost trade-off as was done in Chapter II. The trade-off 
consists here of savings in the unit _cost of the item and savings in 
the backorder penalty per i tern a·gai'nst extra charges in the inventory 
holding cost. Referring bacJ:t to the basic price break fo:rmul.as (3), 
(4), (1), (8), (13) in. Chapter II 1 t is easy to' see that only formulas' 
(4) and ,,(13) need to-·be changed in this case. These are the formulas 
·tllat gfve· the expected unit price in a given period times the probab-
1:lt ty· that a purchase is made in the period and the one that gives 
. . t_h~:: Jfrice breaks res pee ti vely. The other formulas do not require 
:~.~Y ~.h·ange since they are a function of the quantities given by (4) 
·and (13). 
There are two cases to consider. One of them is when the purchase 
·. is made before any backorder has been incurred, that is, when n > T2 
or k < T1 • The second· case is when the purchase is made after some 
* backorders exist, that is, when n < T2 or k > T1 • The first case 
will be studied now. 
_) 
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?; . If the. purchase is made when k < Tl' all the backorders ·cost 
fo:f this cycle are saved and the ·savings per unit are 
(45) 
The additional inventory holding cost per unit which was given before 
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Time of purchase = k· 
.. Figure 17 - H;old}ng Cost in the Modified Backorder System 
'J 
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.. The holding costs when no backorders were allowed was proportional 
' · to the polygonal ABCD, while now it is proportional to the lined · 
polygonal. The new additional holding costs per unit weighted by 
the appropriate factor is then 
: -;, 
(L-k)i 
i [ (L-k) 
Now let: 
(L-k)Q - T2 s/2 
(L~k)Q 
·.21.· -... J'· :s ··· -. a· ·,A Q._; .: 
tl1-en the formulas equivalent to (4) and (13) are respectively 






The seco1;1d ~ase, that is, when k > T1 is more difficult to handl:~ ~ 
·The si tuat'ion now is illustrated in Figure 18 e This case will be . 
·studied in two ·-p.~rts.' The variable backorders cost will be considered 
f 1 rs t. 
"-J 2 The variable backorder cost per cycle was before rs /2 X • 
This quantity is proportional to the area of triangle EGD in Figure 
18. The· new variable backorder cost must be proportional to the area. 
























and using T2 - s/ A· , the result ·is 
7r s (s/ X - n) 
s/ X 
,,,,.,,, 
(s/ X - n) r 
---2 2 X 
. 2 (s- X n) 























.,,. 2 ,·2_ .. 2\_·_ (s - 2s X n + " ·n· , -2 X 
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~---T=L Purchase made at point F 
Figure 180 Modified Backorder Model - Second Case 
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. This expression may be checked by evaluating i·t at the boundary 
points. For example when n = T21 the savii:igs should equal tlid total 
\ 
variable cost 
Savings (n, .-_.--· T2) -
~ 
7r s X 2 -
2 (2s ~ - ~) - - -2 X 
Similarly a check can be made at the point n - 0 where the savings 
should be zero o • 
Now consider the fixed backorders cost. This cost is propor-
tional to the negative .ordinate in Figure 18 at the time the purchase 
:fs made. Initially it w·as 1r~, but now it will be 
(T2 ~ n) 
T.2 
---




s/>.. - .n 
six'. - 1f' (s-Xn) 
The savings in fixe& b~ckorder costs per riycle wil.l. be then 
1r s - 1r (s- X n) = 1r X n 
II 
(-5.·4') 
Again a check can be made· evaluating this quantity at the· 
boundary points . lf n = T 2 , then the savings should be equal to the: 
t.otal fixed backorder cost. This is shown in (55) 
- T . .). -
2 
1r X s 
- - 11" s X 
Now only the holding cost remains to be considered. The new 
holding cost must be weighted by the ratio of the area of p~lygon 
• 
BCGF to· that of polygon BCDA in Figure 18. The new holding cost per 
unit per period is then 

























. . l 
This can be simplified to the following equation 
1 (L-k)i 1 - 2Q (2s - X n) (57) -
Before obtaining the new expressions for ek and qk, equations (52) 
and (54) must·be put in a unit basis by dividing over Q since they 
. 
were savings per cycle. The following equation for~ is obtaineq 
combining equations (52), (54), ;and (57) . 
Mk = (L-k )i [ 1 - k (2s, ... . >. n) . - 'ij (2s - X n) + 1r X n (58) 
and the formulas for ek and qk are the same as before: 




In: conclusion then, 1·t carr be said that the only changes 
requirec:I are the use of formulas (59) and (60) in place of (4) and 
(13) keepirtg in m:tnd the following conditions: For price- breaks 
at a time k _:S-T1 ,_t1se ~ as given by1 f-ormula (47). If k ~ T1 , use 
-·· 
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V. · MODELS FOR STOCHASTIC DEMAND CONDITIONS 
. There are two·approaches that can be taken when both the demand 
Cf, 
and the price o~ the item are subject.to stochastic variations~ In 
one of them both parameters are conside~ed simultaneously. The only 
method available in this case is dynamic progr·amming and the results 
d 
would necessarily be very complicated. Some limited attempts at .. 
following this approach have been reported in the literature as men-
tioned in Chapter 1. rrhe other approach involves fixing the price 
• 
of the i tern at its mean and optimizing the syste.m with respect to 
.the~ stochastic demand . After t.he sys tern parameters . have bee~ found 
.in this fashion, the variable price property is introduced" and the· 
system modified ac·cordingly. This second approach, al though a s·ub-
optimization, is a lot simpler and more practical. Two heuristic 
models using the second approach are presented next. 
V-A Developn1ent of a "Modified Q" · S.ystem Model 
The stapdard ~ system has a .fixed order size and a varying order 
period. It is completely determined by specifying the order quantity 
Q and the reorder point· s. These quantities are calculated by 
balancing the ordering cost and out of stock cost against the inven-
tory holding cost. 
The price oi the ·item itself 1-s· variable in the problem describep· 
here. This price may ·drop to a certain level, say q, when there are 
more than s units left such that it will be better to buy right 
away rather than wait for the reorder point. "When a purchase is made 
' 
;,, ~- •· .,._., ···-,·.--- .. ·-'' --· .. -~~·" ~" -~ ·-~·· ~·. 
' 




















before reaching_the r~o;rder point due to a low price quotation, 
money is saved on the unit cost and on stockout penalty costs. On 
the other hand there are extra expenses caused by additional inventory 
holding costs. The ordering cost does not change since the average 
number,of orders per year remains the same. 
I The model dis~ussed here is a modification of a model presented 
by Hadley and Whitin (8, Section 4-2). The asswnptions made in the 
first part of the development are: 
1. The unit cost C of the item. is a constant. 
IP 
2. The backorder cost is ,r per unit back ordered. 
3. 'lbere is a fixed lead time and there is. never ·more than a 
single order outstanding. 
4. The reorder point ·r is positive~ 
. The total cost equation as given by Hadley and Whitin is 
-~· 




xh(x)dx - rH.(r) 
! • 
(61) 
The .reader is referred to the reference if justification of any of 
the above terms is necessary. The meaning of the symbols is as 
follows: 
TC - Total cost per year 
·~-·Demand in units per year 
A Ordering cost 
I - Holding cost p~r dollar per year 
C- - Unit cost of .. the item 
s - safety stock= (r-u) 
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. ' . ~o. 
r - Reorder point 
co 
· u - Expected -lead time demand .= f xh (x)dx 
. 0 
t- ' 
h(x) - lead time demand distribution if lead time is a constant 
i 





.. • To obtain the optimum solution for the first part of the problem, 
equation (61) is minimized with respect to Q and s. The conven-
tional problem has been~described up to here. The use of the price 
variations will be described next.· 
Let~ be the average number of units sold per time period. This 
time period can be hours, days, weeks, etco and.it fixes the interval 
-~ at which price quotations should be checked. Again the only equa-
tions that need to be modified are the ones for ek and qk. The 
other equations stay the same as in Chapter Ilo The result is 
p 













Notice that~ is simply a modification of the expression used before, 
to account for the savings in out of stock costs caused by ordering I ' 
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61. . . 
V-B Development of a "Modified P" 'System Model 
....... 
The family of P system models has a fixed ord.er period, a 
variable order quantity, ·and a fixed inventory position.after order-
ing. So iii general the P systems are completely sp'ecified by the 
~ 
). time between. orders and the level for the inventory position immed-
.r iately afte1· placing an order. 
J. 
" " To introduce the price break fonnulas in a. P system, the 
model has to be considered in a cycle basis. Every time a purchase 
is·m~de, a new cycle must be started. Using the price breaks, a 
purchase will be made in aQy. period k for ?~,~~~ve.r ___ quantity is 
\ ~ 
.. 
necessary to bring. the inventory level to the optimum position R 
if the ·p·rice during that period drops below q .. 
k 
The· quanti ti.es that optimize the conventional 1? system are 
obtained by balancing the-ordering costs, invento~y holding costs 
and stockout penalty costs. The possibility of paving variable 
. 
. 
cos ts is' introduced here·, as 1 t has been in other models in this 
'---..~ 
~ 
thesis. · Agai~Jt t is proposed to take advantage of the variable 
costs by buying before the order ·period has expired if the price 
• 
is low enough. 'Ihe quantities that have· to be balanced in this 
-
second optimization of the system ar@ the savings resulting from the 
cost of the items ·and in the stockout costs against the increased. 
expenses of holding inventories and ordering • 
The behavior of the system is illustrated in Figure 19. The 
solid line represents the conventional P system and the broken line 
gives the system being proposed. Notice that in the proposed system 
f 
.'/' 
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a new peri~, starts every time that a pu:r;_chase is made. Also notice 
i) 
that a purchase is made anywhere from time Oto time P after the 
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Figure 19. Modified P System 
The P system model given below is the one described by Hadley 
' and Whitin (8, pp. 237-241) •. The time between orders is denote·d by
T and at·each review time a sufficient quantity is ordered to bring 
the inventory position of 'the system. up t·o a level R(R--Q)., The .initial 
problem is_ to determine the optimal values for R and T given the 
I 
total cost equation (65). The above step, the justification of each 
-: ,, ... 
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term in the equation and the assumption_s made, are given by Hadley 
and Whitin. niese matters are not discussed further here since the 
purpose ·of this paper is, to discuss modifications that mak~ use of 
the price variations afte·r the paramet s that optimize the conven-
tional model have been found. 
The total cost equation is 
TC = 'i + IC [ R-u- ~TJ+ 
,. ' 
·wh·ere 
TC - total cost per year 
B - ordering cost 
·T - time between reviews 
·(65) 
I - inventory holding costs in· percent/ 1-o·u: ·p_er unit per year· 
:c - cost of the i tern 
rt - inventory pos.ition immediately ait&r reviewing 
.. , 
u - expected lead time demand 
X - average demand rate in uni·ts/year 
X - demand 
1r - backorder cost per unit backordered per period 
• 
f (X; T+T) - 'frequency function of the demand furing lead time plus 
one order period 
T - procurement lead time 
As in previous cases, ~e equations that have to be modified ) J "-
in the price break system are the ones for ek and qk. The new 
equations are 
• 
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e = k 






Mk - (L-k)i - >.,~- /
03
(X-R) [f(X;7:+T) - f(X;T+T-n)]- ~[i- T~n](68) 
R 
J 
Notice that both T and n must be in the same units. The first 
. ·-~ 
.,. term in equation (68) takes care of the addition~! holding costs, 
. , 
. 
. the secQn9 term considers the savings in stockout costs and the last 
one accounts for the higher ordering costs per year. 
The modification made here for one P system model can be used 
' 
as a guide to modify any other model. The use of the-approach shown 
constitutes a trade-off between more general and. sophisticated but 
canplicated models on the one hand (if ~hey were available) and 
simplicity at the pri~e of suboptimization 1,n the other hand . 
,· 
' 
~ ' . 
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VI.· RID>MMENDA'l'IONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
'·,._.· 
Several ideas and heuristic models have been presented .. in this 
paper. Howeve~, no attempt has been made to use any of them in 
pra~tical cases. '!be most important task left regarding these models 
is· to use them. This task involves finding the application, collec-
ting data, estimating parameters, using the model and then testing 
the results . 
• Other areas tpat require additional investigation are the IL::'• 
foll~wi'ng: 
·' 
1. Development of a model that does not assume independence 
between the price of the item in one period and the price 
in the following period. 
2. Development of a-price break model for an inflationary 
market in which the price trend . is known •q This is really 
a special case ·of #1. 
3. Incorporation of the price breaks model to some dynamic 
models such as· the Wagner-Whitin model [13, section 30]. 
The approach should be to use the dynamic algorithm to· 
compute optimum purchase quantities at specified times 
using average costs. Then use the price break model for 
trade offs regarding the~ purchase time for each lot. 
. 4. Possibility of using f.orecasted de~ands and prices together 
with the price breaks model • Some heuristic rules making . 
use of forecasting have been propo~ed by Fabian and , . 
others [3] . 
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VII •. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
' ., 
The purpose of this paper was to modify existing inventory 
~ 
models to take advantage of variations in the costs of the items. 
This objective has been realized. 
The modified standard inventory model under de.terministic demand 
~ 
conditions was studied in detail. To make use of the modified model, 
it is required·that the user know or predict the probability distri-
bution for the cost of the item in each time period. It has been 
shown, however, ~hat the parameters requiring predi~tion are not 
' very critical o The r~sul ts obtained using the price break model.,, 
even if a mistake is made in the prediction of the form·of the cost 
~. 
distributi.on or in the estimation 0£ its mean, are considerably 
' better than when the model was not used as has been shown in ' 
Chapter III. A meth'od to calculate the amount of error required in 
· the mean before the above statement ceases to be true was presented 
in the same ~hapter. 
:.-• . The savings rer,1 :i.zed by the model are dlrect.i.y proportion,L t • 
the variance of the ~cost distribution. Of course, if the ·variance· 
is zero, the cost is· fl.·:ed and no .s~vings are produced. 
Several extensions of the basic model· for the deterministic 
demand case were presented. They include the establishment· of con-
~ di tions req1:1ired to purchase the optimum lot quantity ,,more than once 
in an inventory cycle, conditions required to purchase~ multiple 
of the optimal order quantity in a given inventory cycle and the 
development of a model that ,allows backorders • 
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67. 
Two heuristic models to make use of price variations in systems 
• 
with stochastic demands were also presented. 'Ibese models were 
. 
obtained by modifying the standard Q system model (fixed order 
quantity) and p system model (fixed ·order period). The modification 
. ' 
consisted of introducing a method to balance the savings and addi-
. 
tional expenses caused by buying before it was required, to take 



















































































Calculation of Price Breaks (Uniform Distribution) 
A - Fldw Chart for Program us·ing Fo·rmula (9) ~ 
.B - Computer Program using Formula (9) 
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. .•. 
READ 
U-Cost Distu Range 
UL-Lower ·Cost Limit 
UP-Upper Cost Limit 
DN-Demand/Year 
D-Ordering Cost 





AIP-Aver2ze Inv. Cycle 
!PER-Inventory Cycle (Integer) 
C-Holding cost/period 
Y-Total costs/ ear 
, I 
...... -----------------··---------------------------------..... N =!PER+ 1 
(N) = (UL+ UP)/2.0 
( N-- 1 ) - 1:1; ( N) 
X ( N-1 ) = EH ( N ·- l )- 1 , *C 
Write E(N), EH(N-1), X(N-1 
N2 - N-2 
J2 = 1 ... 




P(NJ2) = .[X(NJ2) - UL]/U 
VJ2. = J~ 
E(NJ2) -- [!*X(NJ2) 2 + VJ2*C*X(NJ2) 







EH (N1.T2- l) =- ·E (NJ2) 
+[1.- P(NJ2)]!EH(NJ2) 
X{NJ2-i)=EH(NJ2-l) 
~ - ( V ,J:: t 1 • ) *C 
Write J2, P (NJ2), 
EH(NJ2-l) ,X(NJ2-l) 
J2 = J2+l 
No 




EXVA - EB :1) 
-
y - DN*EXVA t D*XS -





Stop ' ,, 
: 
" 
•. ~ :- .. : .. • . . ' 
.... 
',t' . 
Calculations of Price Breaks and Exp.ected Unit Cost - uniform· 
Distribution of Costs 
Flow Chart for Program using .Formula (9) 
Appendix J-A . 
~ 
·i 






















PRICE BREAKS FOR OPTIMUM PURCHASING POLICIES .IN AN INVENrORY SYSeCUNIFORM) 
DIMENSION EC90) ,EHC90)·,xc90) ,PC90) . 
24 FORMAT (6Fl0000FS00> 
·25 FORMAT(!Hlo36HHNVENTORY MODEL USING BAYES CRITERIA/--//) 
26 FORMATClH o8HLOTS~XS»,16Xt4HCOST,8X,6HPERIOO,lQX,12HDAILY ,HAR~E/J 
27 FORM~T(!H oF10o~o4XoEA4o8t4X,Fl0G4t4Xol404X0Fl005///) 
2 FORMAT (lH o~Xo2HJ2ol2XolHPol8XolHEol7Xo2HEHolSXolHX//) 
3 .FORMAT(lH o5}(o!HOo!8XoE!~o8o 5Xo1El4o8o 5Xo1El~o9/D 
4 ·FORMAT«lH o3Xv13o3XoFlOo7o 5XoE14o8D 5XoEl4o8o 5X,El4e8/) 
5 FORMAT«1H o-30HDK·SREGARO THE LAST PRICE BREAK//! 
6 FORMAT«1H o37HEXPECTED TOTAL COST W_ITH PRICE BREAK~t3XtEl4a8) 
11 FORMATtlH o32HPRICE BREAKS ANO EXPECTED VALUES///) 
·99, FORMAT« 0· . 0 ) -
15 FORMAT(34HEXPECTED PRI'E FOR PURCHASE PERIOD,El4e8t2~t1St2Xtfl0e3) 
~12 ~ORMAT«AOHOAYS LEFT•,I3,7X,El4e8> 
23 READC2o2~»UeULtUP,DN,DtT~CI 




C • 4 C ll ii« UL +UP) /a• O+ T J / 36 S • 0 \_ 
\ 









WR I T E· ( 3 t 3 ) E C N ) t EH ( N-1 ) , X C N-1 > 
N2-•Nc:,2 
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' ;,;, E(NJ2)•((XCNJ2)*X(NJ2))/2eO~VJ2*'*X(NJ2)-CUL*UL)/2eO-VJ2*C*UL)/U EHCN~2~l>=E(NJ2>+Cle~P<N~2l>*EH<N~2> 0 









Y•DN~EXVA, +D*XS ·+(DN*EXVA*Cl)/C2e0*XS) +(ON*T)/C2eO*XS)" 
WR I TE « 3 o 6 ) Y 
WRITE«2o99) 








Ccmiputer Program using Formula (9) 
Appendix 1-B 
.) 





































INVENroRY MODEL USING BAYES CRITERIA 
· L01S(XS) COST·· PERIOD 
35.-7421 o·. 77714837E 06 - 10.2120 10 
PRICE BREAKS AND EXPECTED VALUES 
J2 p E EH 
0 0 .11000002E. 04 0. 11000002E 04 / 
1 0.4950000 O. 5 1999694E 03 · 0.10754968E 04 
2 0.3674829 0.38172125E 03 · 0.10619914E 04 
3 0.2949560 0.30454003E 03 0.10532905E 04 
I 4 0.2464514 0.25351065E 03 0.10472160E 04 
5 0.2110791 0.21658938E 03 0.10427600E 04 
'"-.,.• 
6 0.1837988 O. 18827938E 03 0 .10393811E 04 
7 0.1619043 0.16565814E 03 0.10367587E 04 
I 
8 o .. 143 7927 0.14701001E 03 0.10346901E 04 
9 0.1284497 0.13125503E 03 0-.10330397E 04 








0 .10990002E 04 







0 .. 10256901E 04 
0.10230396E 04 
i' ,.. a. 
.. \· .. 
.. 
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~PENDIX 2 
Simulation of Price Break Inventory System. 
' . 
. 
A - Description of the Simulation >--
B - Flow Chart for Simulation with Uniform Distribution 
C - Computer-Program for Simulation with Uniform Distri-
bution 
D -· Computer Program for Simulation with ~annal Distri-
bution 
E - Computer P:pegram for Simulation with Increasing 
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II-A Description of the Simulations 
d 
The pri'tre breaks used in the simulation programs were calculated 
as-suming a uniform distribution of price. The program in Appendix I 
was used. 
. . 
Many of the symbols 1n the program do not agree with the'' 
symbols u_sed before due to compute·r requirements regarding !ixed 
( 
and floating point vari'itbles. The mos.t important symbols are 
e.xplai'ned below. 
- Number of years in simulation 
VAR = Argument for random "~~mber generati'on in the computer 
' 
I 









_,,., . iii!;· 
, 
- Maximum price 
-
.- Demand in number of units per year .. 
_/ 
= Ordering cost 
\ 
--------T - lnve;ntory cost (6ther than interest) per unit' per year 
CI = Percent annual interest/100 
EXVA. = .. Expected cost for the item using price breaks .. and 
.. 
· including inventory holding costs ~· 
. ' 
AIP · . = Averag~ inventory cycle in day~ 
IPER = Average inventory cycle in integer number of days · 




·(AIP - fr.actional days) 
=· 10.tal cost per year 
· .. • ., •, 
= Number of lots purchased per year 
. "' 
= Cost per cycle during·s1111ulation 
..... 
, - -~, ...... -.. -.... ~--.. , ..... , ..... ·.-,,,·.-•,._,.;, .. :, ".: 
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:r-. , .. 
Y:RC - Cumulative cost during simulation (up to 1 year). 
. 
ATC = Average yearly c_ost 
' In the first program it is assumed that the actual price 
. ' 
distribution is uniform ... pne i_nput card is required stating 
the number of years to be simulated and the initial·argwnent for 
{ 
the random number generation. Another gives the price limits, 
demand, ordering cost, inventory holding cost, and interest. The 
'\ 
rest of the cards giving the e~pected cost of the item, length of 
the inventory cycle and t~e price breaks are obtained from~the pro-
gram in Appendix I. .. 
The second program assumes that the act_ual price distribution 
\ . 
is normal, but considers the minimum and maximum prices to corres-
r 
... "" , 
pond to the 2: 2 a pain.ts. During the random quotation of prices any 
value outside the .:!: 2 a limit is considered equal to the m~imum or ~ 
q. 
minimum __ pri'ce as required. The ·inputs requir~d are the same as the · 
<;>nes used--in the first prog.ram. 
The third program assumes ··that the probability function of 
• 
price has triangular shape with O probability for the lower price 
ti 
... 
limit and highest probability for the maximum price.. This is then 
.,.,,., ... 
an increasing triangular dis·tribution. 
. . ~ 




which requires feeding a cumulative distribution curve .to the 
-
computer was not used in this case. In~ tead, a simple mathematical 
conversion formula which changes a· random uniform number to a 
, 
p 
random trian.gular number was used. 
I 
The f ormui! iS b r = U- fir 'where 
\.\ "" ... 
b is the random number with triangular distribution, U is the size 
of the base of the trianile. and R is- a random uniform number. 
f . ·~ 
... 
' . 
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.:.,. ·i' 
number . of ye&.rfi 
to be simulated and 
starting point of 
problem parameters: 
U,UL,UP,DN,D,T,C! 
ad expected cost 
of system/year 
._ average inventory 
cleo 
~ Read. Price 
Breaks 
Compute Avg. Cost 















Compute and rint 
total Cost lor thi 
Cycle and for this 
year up to this 
cycle. 
Yes 
Round up and. print 
total cost for thi 
year. Cor,1pu te Avg. 
cost for all years 
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:cA~CULATIONS ANb SIMULATIONS-RECTANGULAR DISTRIBUTION 
.I • 









FORM~T(.lH ollHNOo OF LOTS02X~El4@8t5X,.l1HANNUAL C0STt2X.tEl'te8///) 
FO~M~T«!H o~JLHEXPE.CTED BAYES CRITERIA WITH PRICE BREAKS/f 
FORMAT«lH ol6HMINIMAX CRXTERIA/) 
FORMAT<lH o23HMXNXMUM REGRET CRITERIA/) 
FORMAT(///!H ~24HRANDOM NUMBER S:MULATION//) 
FORMAT(//lH o4HVEARoX4ol5HPURCHASE PER100,I4)' 
FORMAT(/lH ol2HPURCHASE 0AVol4o2Xo5HPRXlE,El4e8t2Xt4HCO~T,El4•8//) 
FORMAT(2\'H ol!.9HTOlAL COST FOR VEARoX4o2Xo2HlS,2X,El4e8/) ·z 
FORMAT«lH ol8HAVERAGE COST FOR ,13,SHYEARSt4XtE14,8///) 
FORMAT(.lH ol9HAVERAGE COST PURING,I4~2X,SHYEARS 1St2X,El4eS) 
READ«2o5» MoVAR o 
READ«2olO> U9U·L~UP~ON,O,T,CJ 
READC2ol~) EXVA,IPE tAIP 






Y=DN*(UL~UP)/2,0+ D*XS+ (DN*(UL+UP)*Cl)/(4.0*XS)+ ,DN*T)/(2,0*XS} 
.WRITEC3o30) 
~ 
-WRITEC3o35) XStY . 
. 
Y=DN*EXVA +D*XS +(ON*EXVA*Cl)/(2,0*XS)·+tDN*T)/(2,0*XS) WR I T E C 3 o 4 if) . ·,. 
, w·R I TE « 3 o 3 5 ) XS o Y 
Xi=(DN*(UPOC!+T)/(2.0~D))**C0,5) . . 
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. ~ . X$=.ANU.M/OEN ~-· -~. 
Y=DNO(UL+UP)/2e0+ D*XS+ (DN*CUL+UP)*Cl)/(4e0*XS)+ CDN*T)/CieO*XS> 
WRITE«3o50) 
WRITE ( 3 o 3--5 ) XS, Y 




00 100 L=ltM· 
YPCcOeO 
DO 90 K=ltMXS 











IF«RP-X(J)) 7S,75,65 ~ 

























· ..... _ - 7S 
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-· WRITE(3,85) I,RP,YP ~-.' 
90 CONTINUE . 
. . 
.. . TC=YPC*XSB/XSBR 
, 





•. WRXTEC3t96) L,ATC 
100 CONTINUE 
WRXTEC3tl05) MtATC 
CALL E_X IT 
. ' . 
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SIMULATION WI TH.\NON UN I FORM DI STR I BUT I ON (NORMAL) . 
DIMENSION X(loor 
' 5 FORMAT C X 3 f>F5o5 > . . -
10 FORMAT«FlOo00FlO~O•Flci.o,F10.o,F10.o,F10.0,FS.O> 
15 FORMAT«34XoEl4o8,2X,IS,2X,Fl0.3) 
25 FORMAT(20XoE14o8> (? . ·}. -
. 30 FORMATC!Hlo35HBAYE£ CRXTERIA WITHOUT PRICE BREAKS/) 
35 FORMAT«lH ollHNO~ OF LOTS92XoEl4$8,5Xtl1HANNUAL C0ST,.2X,El4e8i//) 
. . 
45 FORMAT(lH ol6HMINIMAX CRITERIA/» 
-50 FORMAT«lH o23HMINIMUM REGRET CRITERIA/) 
S5 FO~MAT(//./J.H o33HN0Rf4AL RANDOM DEVIATES SIMU.LATION//) · 
80 FORMAT(//lH u4HYEARol4ol5HPURCHASE PERIOD,I4J 
85 FORMAT(/lH ol2HPURCHASE 0AYoX4o2XJ5HPRJCEeE14e8t2Xt4HC0ST,El4e8//)' 
95 FORMAT<lH ol9HTJ>TAL COST FOR YEARel4D2Xo2Hls;2x,E.l4e8/) 
96 FORMAT«AH ol~HAVERAGE COST FOR ,13,5HYEARSt4XtEl4e8///)-
, 105 FORMAT«lH ol9HAVERA<,;E COST 0URING,I4,2X,8HYE\4,RS 1S,2X,El4e8) 
READ«2o5> MoVAR 






DO 20 J=l,N 
·20 REA0(2o.25) XCI> 
XS=««DN*Cl*(UL+UP)/2e+DN*T)/(2•*D))**COe5) 
XiB•XS . ?. 
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WRITE C .3, 5 0 l 
WRITE«3~35) XS,Y 
WR l TE «. 3 o 5 5 ) 
Mxs~xse 
.D*XS+ CON* C UL+UP >*CI>/ C 4e O*~ C ON*T > I ( 2 eO,*XS > 
. -·· .. 
•· 













21 RNOEVmRNDEV+VAR .. · ·' \ . 
R=R.NDEV=6 o 
IF «R> 6l•65t65 
61 IF <R+2eJ 62•63,63 
• 
. 6:2 RP=UL 
GO TO 64 
... 
~ 63 RP= CUL+UP) /2• +R*U/4e· 
64. JGIPER-1 . 
· · ,IF(RP-=X(J)) 78,78,65 
~- -6S CONT I NUE. 
10· CONT X NUE 
RNOEV=O• 
. ~DO 22 .JR=l~l2 
· VAR•VAR*83 •. 
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71 . I F ( R+ 2 • > 7 2 , 7 S -t 7 5 
~72· RP=UL .. ·. 
GO TO 76 
73 IF(R~2.> 75,.75t74 
'74 RPgUP 
Go ro 76 
./ 
75 RP~«UL+UP)/2• +R*U/4• 
76 ·J= X PER-I 
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VL 8 L 
ATCm£1C/VL 
WRITEC3o96) L,ATC 
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- 5 FORMAT.( i 3 o F.5 o 5 > . ·".. . . · · 
l O F C)R MA 1 ( f l O o F l O 111 0 , F'l O • O,:tF l O • 0 , F l O • 0 , F l O • 0 , F 5 ~ 0 l 
-~ ,' 
.15 FORMAT-(34X:El4©8t2X,I.5t2X'fFlO.,~) · , 
. . . ,.. -~ 25 FORMAT(-20X ,E!4o8) · _.J .. . f . · . · · 
30 FORMAT'(!H!o35H_BAYES CRIT~IA WITH.OUT PRICE BREA'KS/)' 
35 FORMAT«lH ollHNOo OF Lotjo2XoE14.~,5XtllHANNUAL C0ST,2X,El4e8///) 
45 FORMAT(!H -o!6HM!NXMAX CRITERIA/) . · 
50 FO~AT«lH o23HMKNXMUM REGRET CRITERIA/) 
55 FORMATC///lH o3B~IN~REAS1NG TRIANGULAR DIST• SIMULATION//) 
ao FORM~T(//lH e4~VEARoI4ol$HPURCHASE PERIOO,I4> . 
85 FORM,(T ( / lH o i 2HPURCHASE DAY 9 I 4-o 2 X t 5HPR ICE t E 14 • 8, 2X, 4H<;:'Oi T ,E 14.-8 / / l 
95 FORMAT(lH o!9HTOTAL COST FOR YEAR,I4,2Xo2HISt2XtE1·4a8/·) 
·i:Jo FORMAlO.H o!8HAVERAGE/~0ST FOR} ,13,5HYEARSt4X,El4e8///) 
105_FORMAT.ClH ol9HAYERAG~ COST 0URjNG,I4,2X,8HYEARS 1St2X,tl4e81 ~ 
REA0«2o5> MoVAR . . 
READ(2ol0) U,UL,UP,DN,D,T,CI 
READ«2ol5» ·EXVA,IPER,AIP 
~ N. • I PER co! -~ 
. , . . DO ·2 0 X = l t N . 




26 PR=UL+P I NC " ·. ( 
., . 
_ 'XS=<<DN*Cl*<UL+UP)/_2.+DN*T)/C_2e*D>l**C0.5)' -~ 
XSB lg xs·· ,, \;' - . . ·-~ 





XS·= C ON,ti,.« UP*C!+T > /.C 2eO•O> >·**( Oe5 J 
· Y•ON*PR +ooxs +(DN*PR*CI)/(2.0*XS) +(ON*T)/(2.0*XS) 
. WRITE ( 3 o 4 5 ) ~ 
. W,R I T E < 3, o 3 5 ) XS t Y \ --
XS 2 =XS :\ -
I . , 
XSla CON·* CUL*( I +T) / f2 ~ 0*1>-t-) **JAl• 5 > 
ANUM=DN*Ci•(UP~UL) . 
• 
' ' / 


































. . . 
. ~DEN•2•*D*(XS2-XS1)+(2•*D*DN*CUP*CI+T))**•5-C2e*D*DN-(UL~CI+i>>**•5 
XS=ANU~/OEN · · - .  . . 
Y=ON*PR +D*XS +(DN*PR*~I)/(2.0*XS) +(DN*T)/(2.0*XS) 







DO 100 L•l,M 
YPCmOoO · 
00 90 r(. 8 l_,MXS 







. 56 RP=U~+PROl · 
J•IPERQ)I . _J_ 
.·.·:.;-
IFCRP~~(J)) 75,75,65 
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··.:. ~ : : Computer Pr·ogram for Simulation with Increasing Triangular Distribution 
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- Flow Chart for Computer 
Compuf~r Program 
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' E(N) ml(l) 




Iteration - 1 
-
, 
Write Distribution Mean, ., 
..... 




, Go to 501 Stop 
~ I 
--




Iteration - Iteration+ 1 
Lower Limit of Cost= Expected 
Cost - i Range 
Upper Limit of Cost= Expected 
Cost .+. i Range 
'' / Run.Program in Appendix 
1-B with new cost 
distribution without 
changing Price Breaks 
\/ 
~Write Distribution Mean, 
Expected Cost, Iteration No. 
' i-' 
Expected Cost 
Using Model (EH(l)) < No , Stop 
Expected Value of a-------.. -/~· 








. Determination of Confidence Limit• for the Use of the Model -
Uniform Distribution 
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DETERMINAtlON OF CONFIDENCE LIMITS FOR THE·ESTIMATED MEAN 
DI M·ENS I ON EC 90) , EH ·c 90 > , X < 90) , P < 90 > 
24 FORMA.i C6Fl0€1l0t·F5e0) 
' 25 FORMAT(1Hlo36HKNVENTORV MODEL.USING BAYES CRITERIA///} 
··-26 FORMAT(·lH 98HL01S<X.S>ol6Xo4HCOST,8X,6HPERIOD,lOX,12HDAILY· c·HARGEI> 
27 FORMATClH oF10o4o4XoE14oa,4Xtfl0e4,4XoI4,4Xt.Fl0o5///) · 
2 FORMAT (lH.v4Xo2H~2ol2XolHPol8XolHEol7Xo2HEHol8X9lHX//l G 3 FORMATClH o5Xo!HOol8XoE1~08.o 5X~El4o8o 5XoEl4o8/) 
4 FORMAT(_lH o"3XoI3o3XoFl0o7o-5X9El4o8o ·sxoEl4o8o 5X,El4e8/) 
S FORMAT(AH o30HD1SREGARD THE LAST PRICE BREAK////J 
. · 11 FORMAT«lH o32HPRICE BREAKS AND,EXPECTE~ VALUES///) . . 
·~ 31 FORMAT(lH olBHITERATXON N~MBER ,I3/) 
-··32 FORMAT(lH o2~HPRICE DI~TRIBUTION MEAN ,El4e8/) 
33· FORMAT(lH ol6HEXPECTEO PRICE tEl4.8//) 








¥•0NO(UL+UP)l2.0+ D*XS+ (ON*CUL+UP)*Cll/C4.0*XS)+ CON*T)/(2•0*XS) t. . WR I T E « 3 o 2 6 » ~-~ 
WRXTE«3o27)XS,Y,AIP-,IPERtC 
5 Q, WR X 1' E « 3 o 11 > 
WRITE(3o2> 
·N= I PER{,, l 
EC N) ~ ( UL ·~UP)/ 2 • 0 
EH« N=<!) =E < N > 
XCN-l)gEH<N-1)-le*C· 
f . .. 
·..:, 
. • .. 
.~. ,... · .. 
., . .._. 
·: .. , WR I T E ( 3 £> 3 ) E < N > , EH C N ~ l ) , X .( N-1 > 
N2=N~2 ~ D 
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• • -~-> 
X(NJ2-l)=EH(NJ2-l>-(VJ2+1.01*C . · 
WR I t E f 3 • 4 I ..J 2 , P l N ..: 2 i '·; E. C N .J 2 ; , E H ( N J 2 - l ) • X ( NJ 2 -1 l 
WRITE(3,5J . 





E ( N) 
EH ( l ( 
34 I.TER= I TER+ l Q 
UL ~ E '-1 ( l ) = U / 2 • 0 













E ( NJ2 ) = ( ( X ( N..J 2) * X ( NJ2 ) ) / 2. o+v .J: *' *X ( NJ2 I·-·' UL*UL) / 2. o-v .J 2 •C*UL) I u 
a EH(NJ2-l)=E<NJ2)+(l.-P(NJ2>>*EH(NJ2) 
..... 103 ·CONTINUE ~ 
WRITEC3~3l) ITER 
w·R I T E ( 3 ,; 3 2- ) E ( N l 
WRITEC3,33) EH<ll 
IFCEH<l·l-~CN)J35,36,36 
- 3S A-·= (E,N>-EHCl> )/E\N) 
IF (A-e001)3b,36,34 
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,, . ,., 
' \ 
... ... 
· .. ·· '.; 
. ' 90. ·_ 
:..1 ' 
USING BAYES -'ClITERIA 
I 
LOTS(XS) COST . . PERIOD. 
35.7421 0.77714837E 06 10.2129 · 
· ·PRICE BRBAKS AND EXPECTED . VALUES 
I 
p 
J2 p E 
0 0 .11000002E 04 0 .11000002E 
~~ 





0.38172253E 03 0.10619914E 
3 0.2949560 0.30454003E 03 0.10532905E 
4 .0.2464514 0.25351065E 03. 0.10472160E 
5 0.2110791 0.21658938E 03 0.10427600E 
f' 
6 0.1837988 0.18827938E 03 0.10393813E 
7 ·0.1619055 0 .16565939E 03 0.10367590E 
8 0.1437939 . 0.14701126E 03 0.10346904E 
9 0.1284509 . 0 .13125625E 03 0.10330395E 
, .... 
DISRFDAHD THE LAST PRICE BREAK 
; 
ITERATION NUMBER 1 l 1 
PRICE DISTRIBUTION MEAN0.11000002E 04 
'1') 
EXPECTED PRICE 0.10330395E 04 
ITERATION NUMBBR 2 
PRICE DISTRIBUTION MEAN0.10330395E 04 
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' ' . 
,.. ... 
'i----9, . 
PRICE·DISTRIBUTION MEAN0.989~3972E 03 





" ITERATION NUMBER 4 
"· . ' 
·('," 
c . 
PRICE·DISTRIBUTION MEAN0.~6681311E 03. 
<fJ, • 
EXPECTED PRICE 0.95540246E 03 .. 
· ITERATION NUMBER 5 
PRICE DISTRJ°BUTION .MEANO. 95540246E 03 
. . EXPECTED PRICE 0. 94964392E 03 
ITERATION NUMBER . 6 
PRICE DISTRIBUTION MEANO. 949643.92E 03 
·1 




ITERATION NUMBER 7 
.. 
PRICE DISTRIBUTION MEANO. 9467415.?E 03 · 
t, 
EXPECTED PRICE 0. 9452799.0E 
. 03~. 
ITERATION NUMBER 8 
PRICE DISTRIBUTION MEAN0.94527990E·03 
. . 
EXPECTED PRlCE Q.94454382E 03 
i · Sample Output 
App~n~ix 3-C · 
.t,;. • -
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Deviation from Opt1mal1 ty 
.. 
in the Estimated Mean ·cost 
(Uniform Distribution)· 
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. . . SENSITIVITY ANAL~IS 2 -VARIATIONS IN THE MEAN OF A UNIFORM DIST 
.- DI MENS I ON EC 90) , EH ( 90 > , X C 90 > t PC 90 > t XV C 90) , PERC C 51 ) 21· FORMAT_fll> · .· · • 
1 FORMAT « l 4f'·S o O ·, 
24 FORM?\o C'6f!OeOtF5e0) 
25 FORMAT UH! o36H INVENTORY MODEL I.IS I NG BAYES CRITERIA/ I) 
26 FOR MA 1 « 1 H I o OHL.OT S «XS) t 1·6X ,4HC0S T, ax ,6HPER l Otlt 1 ox, 12HDA I LY CHARGE/ I 
27 FORMAT(lH oFlOo•o4XoEl4e8e4XoFlOo4o4XoX4t4XoF10oS////J 
2 FORMAT (lH o4Xo2H.J2o-l2XolHPol8XelHEol7Xo2HEHol8XolHX//) 
3 FORMAT(lH o5XolHOol8XoEl•oOo 5XOE!4oio 5XoE14otl/) 
4 FORMAT(lH o3XoK3o3Xof!Oo1o 5XoEl4o8o 5_XoEl4o8o 5X,El4e8/J 
S FORMAT(lH oJOHDKSREGARO THE LAST PRICE BREAK//) . ~ 
6 FORMAT( 0 EXPECTED UNXT COST WITH OPTo PRXCE BREAKS 9 t3X,El4.8//) 
.7 FORMAJ(f EXPECTED UNXT COST W/0 PRICE BREAKSOo3XoE14o8)/) 
. _.~ 
8 FORMAT( 0 EXPECTED UNIT COST WITH INITIAL PRICE SREA~S 0 o3X•El4•8//) . 
11 FORMAT«l 0 PRXCE BREAKS,EXP VAL-NEW MEAN•MEAN+ 9 ,F5•2•'*STD DEV 1 //). 
CAL.CUkATJON OF PRICE BREAKS ANDEXPECTEO· ITEM COST FOR THE INITIAL MEAN ~ 
READ«2o2l»NP ' 
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EHCN-1) =EC N~ -
X C N-1 > =:=EH ( N-'l) -1 • *C-~ 
r · WRITE(~o3) E<N>,EH(N-l),XCN-1> 
N2=N~2 














E(NJ2)=C CXCNJ2)*XCN~2).J/2eO+V~2*C*X(NJ2)-(UL*UL)/2.0-VJ2•C•UL)/U EH C NJ 2 e:, l > z E C NJ 2 )· + < 1 • -P ( NJ ·2 ) ) *EH ( NJ-2 > "" -
X(NJ2~l).gEHCNJ2-l)-(VJ2+1.0)*C 
102 WRITE(3o4) J2,P~NJ2t,E(NJ2>,EH<NJ2-l),XCN~2-l)_ 
- . WR l TE ( 3 o 5 > , . 
-==/;· ., 
WR. I T E ( 3 ·o 6 ) EH ( l ) ,Ii· 
WRITE«lo7>E<N) 
.. CALCULATION OF VARIANCE ANO STANDARD DEVIATION_. 
VAR z ( YUU » / 12 0 . 
.. 
STOEV 0 VAR-o-o(Oo5) 
DO 31 K 02 oNP 
WRITE«3oll) PERCCI> 
WRITE«3o2) , 

















DO 103 J2°!oN2 
N.J2.raN~J2 
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103 WRXTE«3o4> J2oP«NJ2),ECNJ2>,EHCNJ2-l>,XVCNJ2-l-> WRITE«3o5) 
WR I TE ( 3 o 6 > EH C l > 
WRITE«3o7>E«N> 
~ WR I TE'« 3 o 2 » 
' 
\ 
-CALCUlATXON OF ·EXPECTED ITEM COST FOR THE-;N£W DISTRIBUTIO~ USING THE XNXiXAl PRICE BREAKS 
DO 10~ J2=1,N2 
NJ2nN~J2 
'. IFCX«NJ2)-UL)l2,32,33 
32 PCNcJ2>=0•0 , .... 
ECNJ2)aOeO · 
,-
GO TO 34 
., ~ 33 PCNJ2)s(XCNJ2)~U~)/U 
V.J2mj2 \ 
ECNJ2)oCCiCNJ2)*X(N~2))i2.~+VJ2*C*XCN~2>-CUL*UL)/2eO~VJ2*C*~L)/U 34 EHCN~2~1»aECNJ2)+(1.-PCNJ2))4\fHCN~2) ~ 104 CONTINUE . 
-






Error in the Estimated ·Mean Cost - Computer Program (Uniform Distribution) 
Appendix 4~~ 
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· $ENS1TIVJTY ANALYSIS 1 -VARIATIONS IN PRICE BREAKS o·F UNJF. ·o,sr •. 
· )DIMENSION E(90J,EHC90)tXC90)~PCVO>,XV(90JtPERC(51J 21' FORMAT « -I 2 ) ,. 
" ! l FORMAii«A4F5oOJ 
24 FORMAY «6F10oOoFS.O> 
. 
25 FORMAr«lH!o36HINVENTORY MODEL USIN.G BAYES 'CRITERIA//)·. . 26 FORMAT«lH o8HLOTS«XS),16X,4HCQST,8X,~HPERI0D•lOX,12HDAILY ·CHARGE~> 27 FORMAT«lH oFlOo4o4X~El4QSt4XtFlOe4,4Xo14,4XoFlOo5////J 
2 FORMAT C!H o4·Xo2HJ2ol.2Xo1HPol8-XolHEo!7Xo2.HEHo!@Xo!HX//) 3 FORMAT(lH o5X9lHOol8)(.,~;El4o8o 5X<>El4o8o 5XoEl~o81»'· . . 
4 FORMAT«lH o3XoX3~3~oFAOo7o SXoEl4o8o 5XoE!4o8o S~oEl4e8/)-
5 FORMAT(lH o30HDKSREGARD THE LAST PRICE BREAK//J 
6 FORMAT< 0 · EXPEc·TED UNIT COST WITH MODXFKED PRXCE 8REAKS 1 t3XtEl4•8/) 7 FORMAT« 0 E){PfCYED UNXlr COST W/0 PR.XCE BREAK£ 0 1)3X,E'l4e8///.J 11 FORMAT·«o !NV SVS W PRKCE BREAKS=OPT BREAKS +•,Fs.2.,••STO DEVl//)-CALCULATXON·OF PRICE BREAKS AND E~PECTEO-ITEM CO$T. , READ«2o2!»NP 
NP•NUMBER OF POINTS OESIREO 
-·READ« 2 o l » « PtERC « K » o Kol oNP l 
_· 23 READC2o24»~0UL0UP0DN00,T,CI ~ 
. 
WR I TE ( 3 o 2 ~ » . 
XS• C C ON*C X * C UJ..,+UP > / 2 • +DN*T > / ( 2 • *D) > ** ( 0_• 5 > AIP•365o/XS 





- .. \ 
CaCCl*«UL+UP)/2eO+T.J/365.0 . ; 'i . . * _· 
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VJ2nJ2 y ~ 
E ( NJ2) a« « X ( N.J2 )*X C N.J2 >) / 2e O+V.J2*C*X .C N.J2 J-( UL*UL) /2~0-V.J2*C*UL) II.,! EHCNJ2=1JgE«NJ2l+Cle-P(NJ2)J•EHCNJ2) 
102 
X(--NJ2c,;J. » mEH(NJJ2~1 >-CV.J2+leO)*C 
-~ 
WRl1EC3·o~) J2,PCN.J2) tECNJ2) ,EHCNJ2-l) ,X(NJ2·-11 WR I U: E « 3 o 5 D 
WRITE<3o6)EH«l> 
WRllE«3o7»~VG 
CALCULAYX'ON OF VARIANCE ANO STANDARD DEVIATION' VARe(U*U»l12e 
STDEV=VARoa(~~5l ~ 
00 31 Xs2,NP ~-
WRITE«3oll) PE-RC-CI J. ~ 
. 
LM•NE:>! 
CALCULATION OF DJFFERENT PRICE BREAKS 00 32 Jol,LM 
32 XVCJ>~x«J)+PERCCl)~STOEV . 
CALCULATION OF· EXPECTED ITEM COSTS USING NON~OPTIMUM PRICE BREAKS DO 103 J2=AoN2 
N.J2aNc:,.J2 . 
IFCXV(NJ2l~UL)33,33t34 
• 3:3 . P ( N J 2 ) = 0 o 0 
E(NJ2)g0e0 
GO TO 3S 1 
34 PCNJ2)a(XV(NJ2J-UL)/U 
V.J2mJ2· r· • 
-
E ( N.J2) 0 ( OtVC NJ2 > **~ • ) 12.( +V.J2*C*XV C NJ2 >- (UL*UL I ·/2 .... V.J2*C*UL )./U 
- 35 EH«NJ2~1>~E4NJ2)+Cle-PCN.J2>>*EHCN~2J 
103· CONlINUE 
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APPENDIX 5 \. 
• 
Devt-.,ti~n from Opti111ality - Error ·in the Cost Pr~obabil1ty_;·,Funct1on 
Assumed. 
A .. Cqnputer :Program - Calculation of Price Breaks and Expe~ted Cost 
Assuming a Normal Distribution 
. . . 
8 - Computer Program - Calculation of Expected Cost Assuming a Normal 
' I 
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. - . \ 
t tPRICE BREAK& FOR OPTIMUM PURCHASI-NG ·POLI.CiES JN AN-_INVENTORV $Y$eCNORMALJ 
- DI MENS ION f C90) ,EH c·90 > •. x C 90 > ,PC 90) tPN c·300"-) ,HNC JOO J 
211 FORM~1·«~4o41 
0 Z4 ¥0Rf~AT«~FAOoDoF~o03 
. . . . 
25 fORMA1«1H!o36MKNVENTORY MODEL USING BAYEs··cRITERIA·//;-/1 
. 26: FORMAT,;« !H o8H!:.OlS( XS), 16X.4HC0ST .ax •6-HP£R1 oo.·1ox • l2HDA1LY · C:HARGE/) · 
·2 7 FORMAT« l H {r1FAO o&>Q~X f)E i4o 8 t>'tX t FlO e 4 ~ 4X·, 14 o4X·0f 10@ ~I I I I 
2 FOR-MAY -~ !H o4)(o2HJaol2X.o!HPol8Xi!HlE:oA?~o2HEMoA©ttoXH~7'/1 
:3 FORMAT« 1 H o 5.~ o ll M@ o·Aa~ oElfc.o So 5~ o !El-IQ. o® o · 5J(o EA~oCl ID 
4~FOR~1AJ(lH o3}'.{oK3o3l~o-FAOo7o ~X~rfA.ie-o@g ~~-olfl~o®-0 ~~o!El4e8/.J 
5 FO~MA1«1·H 030.H·D~SRf:GA~O THE i.ASV PftJCf ·eREA~/1~·-
6 FORMAT,lri o31HE-XPE~TEO TOTAL COST WITH PR·IC£ BRc~KS,3X,El4•8J 
-11 FOR-MAl'«lH ;32HPRICE BR-EAKS ANO E-XPE(;TED VALUE$///) 
99 f OftMA-T ( 0 0 » 
. . ' . 
15 FORMA'T,34HEXPECTED PRICE FOR.PURCHASE P£RI0D•El4•8•2X•IS,2·X•Fl0e3l 
12 FORMAi,!CH~VS LEFT•tll,7X•Ellt•I> 
REAO ~NORMA_L P~OBABIL-1-T-1£S 
DO 210 !Nglo~0-0 
2·10 READ(Z-0211D PN1JN» 
RfAD NORMAL ORDKNATES 
DO 212 ·.JN°lo30Q 
212 READi2o2Alb HN«~Nl 
.. 
,. 






CALCULATE STANDARD INVENTORY FIGURES 
XS=(CDN*:I•UM+DN*T)/(2e*D! >**<0.5) 
AIP=365o/Xi . 
IPER:;;NUMBER OF P£RIOOS IN ·THE CYCLE 






WR I T.E ( 3 Q 27) XS, Y tAIP, JPER tC 
50 WRITEC3tllJ 












.. \ . 
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,, ··.'· 







































































·N•IPER+l · ~ 




















EC NJ2 » cUM*P C N..12 )-U5D*• 3989+VJ2*C·*P ( N..12) GO TO ·ao5 











W R.1 T E « 3 o 4 ) . .J 2 , P C NJ 2 > , E C NJ 2 ). , EH C N -I 2 .. l ) , X C N .J 2 -1 ) . ~ WRITE«· 3 o S) 
. 







Y=DN*EXVA +O*XS +(DN*EXVA*Cl)/(2eO*XS) +(DN*T)/C2eO*XS) WRITE«]o6> Y . 
WRITEC2e99) 
' . 
WRITE ( 2 ,.15 ) EH C 1 ) , I PER, A 1 P ... 
•. 
.. 










·'· • 1" 
• .. 
~- .. ··, 
-· 
. ·-' . 
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·:. _._,· 
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Nl•N-1 LY 
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Comp~ter _Program -/Calculation of Price Breaks and 














































i PRICE BREAKS FOR ·oPTIMUM PURCHASING POLICIES IN AN· INVENTORY SYSe NORMAL COST DISTRIBUTION WITH PRICE BREAKS CALCULATED ASSUMING A.UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION 
. 
0 I MENS I ON E ( 9 0 ) , EH ( 9 0 ) t X ( 9 0 ) • ·p < 9 0. > , P N C 3 0 0 ) t H N ( 3 0 0 > . ~ 
. 2ll·FORMAT(F4o4) · -I 
24 FORMAT(5FlOaO,FSeO) 
, 
. 25 FORMATC1Hlo36HINVENTORY MODEL USING BAYES CRITERIA///) 6 26 FORMAT«lH o8HLOTS(XSJtl6X,4HCOSTt8XtoHPERIOO,lOXtl2HOAILY CHARGE/) 27 FORMATClH oFlOo4o4Xo~l4o8t4X,Fl0~4,4~,l4t4XtFlOo5///) 
2 FORMAT (lH o4Xo2HJ2ol2XolHPol8XolHEol7Xo2HEHolBXolHX//) 3 FORMAT(lH ~sxolHOol8XoEl4o8o ~XoEl4s8, 5XoEl4oS/) 
4 FORMAT(lH ,3XoI393XoFl0o7o 5XoEl4o8o 5XoEl4o8~·5X,El4•8/) 
5 FORMAT(lH ,30HDISREGARD THE LAST PRICE BREAK//) 
6 FORMAT(lH .,37HEXPECTED TOTAL COST WITH PRICE BREAKS,3X,El4e8) 
11 FORMAT C lH 032HPR X CE .BREAKS ANO iXPECT ED VALUES///> ·· 99 FORMAT ( 0 0 > 
15 FORMAT(34HEXPECTED PRICE FOR PURCHAS£ PERIOC,El4e8,2X,I5,2XtF10•3) 12 FoRMAT(lOHOAYS .LEFT=,I3•7X,El4e8) 
220 FORMAT(34XoE14o892X,15,2X,FlOe3> 
" 
... 222 FORMATC20XoEl4o8) ' 






DO 210 XN=!o30Q 
210 READ(2o211) PN(XNi 
READ NORMAL ORDINATES 
DO 212 JN=lo300 
' 
. 212 READC2o2ll) HN'tJN) 
.·, 
. 
. READ MODEL RESULTS ASSUMINGA UNIFORM D1STRI8UT·l0N OF CO~TS REA0(2o220) EXVAU,IPERU,AIPU. 
NU=IPERU=l 
READ PRICE BREAKS CALCULATED ASSUMING A ·UNIFORM COST O.IiTRIBUTlON 00 221 lgloNU 
221 REA0(2o222) XCI) 
·READ COST DISTRIBUTION ANO INVENTORY PARAMETERS 
.READ<2,24)UMQ0SDtDN,D,T,CI 
WRITE<3,25) 
CALCULATE STANDARD INVENTORY Fl~URES 
... 
.. 






:· . .. 
.... 


















. . . 
... :, 



















Xi= ( C DN*C I *'UM+ON*T ) / C 2 •-*DJ ) ** ~ 0 • 5 > 
AIP•365e/XS 
IPER•AIP 
C• C CI*t:iM+T > /365e0 _.:~ 
Y•DN*UM+D*XS+(ON*UM,CI)/(2.0*~S)+(·ON*T)/C2~0*XS) 
,: WRITE(3o26) ·.· .. 
WRITE f 3 o 2"1·.> XS t Y, A IP t I PER, C 
WR X TE ( 3 , ! 11···, . 
W~ITE«3~2> 
N=IPER-?l 
APPLICATION OF PRICE BREAk MODEL WHEN THE COST DISTRIBUTION IS 
NORMAL AND THE PRl,E BREAKS WERE CALCULATED A~iUMING A UNIFORM 
DISTRIBUTION 






















GO TO 20S 
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EHCN~2-l>•E(NJ2J+(l.-P<NJ2))*EH(NJ2) 102. WRITEj3,4) J2,P(NJ2),E(NJ2>,EH(NJ2 .. l),XCNJ2-l). WRITE(3,5) 
EXVA~EXPECTED UNIT COST USING THE MOOEL WITH THE WRONG OISTRIBUTION ASSUMED 
EXVAcEH<l» 
Y=DN*EXVA +D*X·S +<DN*EXVA*Cll/f2•0*XS) +CDN*T)/(ZeO*XS). WRITE43o6) Y 
WRITE«2o99) 
WRITE«2,15) EH<l>,IPER,AIP Nl=Nc:>l 
DO 14 I=l,Nl 
L•Ne,I 






Co~puter Progr~ - Calculation ~f Expected Cost Assuming a Normal Distribution and ··•: . 
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